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1. Introduction
The splendour of the night sky provides a beauty that is immediately endearing, and
captivating. Heavens have fascinated humans from the earliest period. Today, of
course, we divide this study of heavens into several levels of atmosphere, the near
earth sky, solar system and the astronomy of objects beyond. This is a recent
phenomenon in human history no more than 400 years old. Until recently, everything
that was not terrestrial was called astronomical.
This subject of astronomy has had a profound effect on humans. It has fascinated
artists, poets, and all kinds of romantics by its
sheer beauty. On the other hand, because
sky and what falls from it is so crucial to life
on earth, humans have been fascinated and
terrified by the forces of nature that originate
in the sky and their apparently unpredictable
behaviour. These natural forces with their
own sense of time have been held precious
Figure 1: Rock art from Liktse, Kashmir showing a
super human controlling the Sun and the Moon. (©
Indira Gandhi National Gallery of Art, New Delhi)

by humans and in all civilisations Gods who
manifest and control these forces have

resided in the heavens. All myths lead to the Gods in the heavens, watching over
humans and blessing them or cursing them as the case may be. From time
immemorial, humans have looked at the heavens as the place where all sacrifices
must be sent and where all penance for sins must be addressed. Super-humans
have resided and controlled heavens in all the civilisations as this rock image from
Liktse (Kashmir) (figure 1) shows. Similar rock art is seen in many civilisations.
Heavens, therefore, have been the playground of shamans, priests and
philosophers.
However, astronomy has had one more profound effect. It has taught us science
and given us the first stepping stones of scientific work of systematic observation,
correlation, long-term follow up and objective analysis like no other pursuit of human
study has done. While biology, chemistry and physics have been bogged down by
9

divine readers, medicine men, shamans, alchemists and jugglers, astronomy is not
mired by astrologers until much later. It took a long time for the humans to realise
that the idea that the heavens could affec their live. In some sense, this is surprising
since Gods, who control human lives lived in heaven for long. However, these gods
operated through invisible forces and their association with planetary positions was
an afterthought.
Astronomy introduced the first ideas of linking movement of objects in the sky
and seasons on the earth. So how did humans gather and evolve their ideas of
astronomy from the first stages of their evolution of understanding? We meander
through a scenario of how this could have happened. This may or may not be the
exact path, but it makes a fascinating story.
However, before we begin the story of astronomy, let us briefly look at the steps
in human evolution and then look at its relation to astronomy.
1.1 Path of Civilisation and steps to enlightenment!
Human beings have gone through various stages of evolution. Homo Erectus who
evolved around 1.5 million years ago, were around till about 150,000 years and
invented the technology of controlled fire, and Neanderthal Man existed until about
30,000 BCE and probably crossbred with Homo Sapiens Sapiens, the modern
humans. Stages of human evolution are identified as Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and
Neolithic. The prehistoric ages date back to the Palaeolithic (Early Stone) Age, which
lasted from the first appearance of man to the end of the last Ice Age around 10,000
BCE.
The last ice age began about 125,000 years ago. The Last Glacial Maximum,
when the Earth‘s ice cover was greatest, occurred about 15,000 BCE. Between
15,000 BCE and 5,000 BCE, most of the world‘s glaciers melted (Kopp et al., 2009).
This created new habitable land, while the sea reclaimed former beaches and even
valleys. Massive earthquakes and volcanic activity during this time caused great
upheavals around the world.
Myths of great floods occur in many of the world‘s cultures. Today, by examining
sediment deposits and other clues, geologists have identified three occasions during
10

the end of the Ice Age when massive ocean floods occurred in different parts of the
world: approximately 15,000 years, 11,000, and 8,000 years ago.
Miniature female figurines in mammoth-ivory figurine have been discovered in
the basal Aurignacian deposit at Hohle Fels Cave in the Swabian Jura of
southwestern Germany recently (Conard 2009) but the earliest example of human
abstract art in Africa date back to 75,000 years ago (Henshilwood, 2002).
Cave paintings still exist in a few parts of the world dating back to 17,000 years,
notably the cave paintings at Lascaux and surrounding areas. These caves were in
use as early as 17,000 years ago. At that time, ice from the last Ice Age was
receding. The paintings even depict penguin-like animals called auks, pointing to the
colder Mediterranean climate of the receding Ice Age. The line of dots under the
horse is thought to represent the phases of the Moon. These could be the world‘s
oldest known ephemeris – a lunar ephemeris. Later bone engravings found in
Blanchard, France also show phases of the Moon as a winding string of dots. Other
engravings in the Lascaux Caves show sequences of dots and possible ideograms.
For example, there are engravings of 14 dots in a circle with another dot in the
centre that might also have marked the Lunar Month, and of 11 dots in a circle with
another dot in the centre.
During the transition from the Palaeolithic Age to the Mesolithic (Middle Stone)
Age around 13,000–11,000 years ago, man began to domesticate animals and live a
more settled life.
During late Mesolithic Age the human capabilities rose to a higher level land this
period is called Neolithic or New Stone Age, which spanned approximately 10,000–
7,500 years ago. During the Neolithic Age, man began to grow crops of plants. This
meant an end to a nomadic, hunter-gatherer lifestyle. To live near crops, man had to
build homes. These homes were often built together in villages.
From Palaeolithic to Neolithic times, man used stone tools. In the following ages,
humans learned to work with metals to make tools and weapons useful in
agriculture, hunting, and war. The easiest metal to work was the pliable copper with
its low melting temperature. In the Chalcolithic (Copper Stone) Age, 7,500–5,000
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years ago, humans began to make tools from copper. The use of copper also
encouraged trade for copper (and later other metals and precious stones). This sent
traders travelling far and wide. Expanding trade brought distant cultures in contact
with each other throughout Europe, Asia Minor, and Africa. This trade also might
have brought rise to early writings. Some of the earliest clay writings in Mesopotamia
mentions about Sumerian loan records.
Ancient astronomers recorded positions of the planets relative to the stars. They
saw that the planets moved relative to the stars. The brightest stars were the easiest
to spot. Stars of the first magnitude have been used for comparison since at least the
days of ancient Babylon and probably long before that. Those stars are Aldebaran,
Antares, Pollux, Regulus, and Spica. The Babylonians and others recorded two of
these stars, Aldebaran (in Taurus) and Antares (in Scorpius), as exactly opposite
each other and in the middle of their respective signs. They also recorded Spica (in
Virgo).
Our ancient ancestors pondered about the motions of the heavens. They may
have wondered what the stars and planets could be. Some ancient societies
discovered the cycles of motion of the Sun, Moon, planets, and stars. They may
have made these observations for many generations. Some may have made
astronomical observations so accurately that they were able to predict eclipses of the
Sun and Moon.
Below, we try to recreate the scenario of the development of human romance
with heavens. Now let us assume that a small group of highly intelligent herdsmen
want to develop astronomy (without recourse to written records because they are
nomads and have only primitive writing). They selectively codify their knowledge in
the form of poems for future generations. This serves to provide continuity,
accessibility for the not so bright, enlightenment to the learned and a degree of
confidentiality for the authors by not giving full details of the learning.
From the beginning, Humans observed that the earth flowers and gives food after
the rains that come from the heavens. Very soon, therefore, father got associated
with the Heaven and the Earth became Mother Earth.
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This connection of Father Heaven and Mother Earth becomes a very profound
image in all the cultures. Beauty of the drama of thunderbolt, storms, moon, Sun,
eclipses, rainbows, meteors, stars, comets etc. all add to this fascination. Human
love for the skies therefore begins very early and continues to grip human
imagination even today (Armstrong, 2005).
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1.2 Steps to enlightenment
We now begin our story of the love of humans for this eternal beauty of the
heavens. We begin our story at a stage when the civilisation has analysed enough of
nature to understand that Sun is the source of all light on earth during day, and it
causes the day to happen as it rises in the morning. The night belongs to the Moon
which does a somewhat erratic job of night, and that too with rather low intensity. It
also likes to be in the company of stars.
Let us assume a small group of highly intelligent herdsmen want to develop
astronomy (without recourse to written records because they are nomads and have
only primitive writing). However, they selectively codify their knowledge in the form of
poems for future generations. This method of coding serves several purposes. It
provides continuity, allows an average person to execute the instructions and
enlightenment to the learned and a degree of confidentiality for the authors by not
giving full details of the learning. (repeat)
Moon is the most prominent object for them in the night sky due to its palpable
variability and movement in the night sky. We assume that they begin by looking at
the Moon†.

1.2.1The Moon’s Path
1. Take note of the existence of the Moon — give it a name and keep it same all
the time.

2. Full moon happens when the Moon is (nearly) opposite the Sun. As they
observe, they notice that each day (night), its bright part becomes smaller and
smaller (but in the perfect night sky environment, they would notice the gentle

†

This is a basic assumption. Many civilizations begin by looking at the Sun rather than the moon. It is
more true of Indian astronomy than the astronomy of other civilizations. It had some profound
implications in their approach to heavens and their relative priorities in rituals. While Sun is the golden
egg that provides life, it is moon that decides its rhythm. We will therefore stay along this line.
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glow of the dark part also). They also notice that every day it moves closer to
the Sun, until it falls into the Sun and a New Moon is born.
3. From full moon to next full moon is 29/30 days. Note that this may not turn out
to be a good marker since the apparent movement at the point of full moon is
very slow — it may appear nearly full for up to 3 nights but New Moon to New
moon calendar has its own difficulty in that the first phase of the moon is
difficult to observer as any celebration of Eid will tell you!

4. Shift the study of Moon from when it is overhead to when it rises.
5. Ask for the time when Sun and Moon are on either side of spread out arms
(i.e., 180o apart).

6. When the Sun and Moon are on either side of the spread hands, you define
the Full Moon and set your calendar count on that day.
7. Immediately one realises that even on Full-Moon, the Moon does not rise
exactly with sunset. After the Full-Moon night, the moon rises later and later
(and wanes in the process) till it rises very close to the sunrise one day and
presumably with the sunrise and becomes ‗New Moon‘ the next day! Also, the
later it rises, the smaller it is.

8. After the new moon, it rises just after sunrise (i.e. sets just after sunset, which
is observable). It also waxes during this period. Again the time it rises gets
delayed every day until it rises nearly at sunset when it reaches the peak of its
size.

9. Make a note of all this. This may be done in the form of rock art, oral
compositions or written material depending what the rest of the civilisation
was doing while we were busy looking at the heavens!

10. You theorise that the Sun gives birth to the Moon, lets it grow till it threatens
the Sun itself by its size and brightness and then the Sun begins to destroy
(dissolve) the moon.
15

11. Also note that about halfway through this period, when the Moon is half lit, it is
almost exactly overhead at sunset or sunrise.

12. Moon likes to be in the neighbourhood of (some) stars. It remains near a star
and passes them at the rate of some fixed number of units per day, visibly
drifting even within a night (i.e., relative to the stars, its motion is faster).

13. Note that the movement of the Moon is not random, but it visits only a handful
of bright stars.

14. Note down all the bright stars in the sky that the Moon visits and note that
they are more or less fixed.

15. Note the line joining all the stars that Moon visits.

16. Divide these stars into 27 groups (consisting of 1 or more stars) for the 27
days (sidereal revolution period). Assign names to them.

17. Note that the Sun also follows more or less the same path. However we will
discuss this in the next section.

18. Write down that the moon visits 27 star(s) in a month.

19. Note that this leads to the realisation that the sidereal month of moon (back to
the neighbourhood of same star(s) is 27 days while synodic month (from Full
Moon to Full Moon) is 29 days!
20. Notice that when the Moon returns to the same constellation, the Sun has
moved ahead.
21. The forward movement is such that after 12 lunar months, the Sun returns to
the same constellation. May be the westerners (northerners) noticed this and
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gave up on the Moon, since the Sun seems to be more important in defining
seasons.

22. Since you need to impose a 12 month period for 1 year (when the Sun returns
to the same constellation and the same season returns), the path of the Moon
is divided into 12 parts. For the star patterns, there are groups of 2.25 stars
(27/12) which form a ‗group‘ and each group makes 1 ‗month‘. So the month
is named after the constellation at Full Moon. That is, during the month of
Kartik, the Full Moon at midnight may be in Krittika or Rohini etc.
23. You start naming ‗months‘. Name the star group as ‗Nakshatra‘‡.
24. Make notes about the names of the months and their relation to Moon.

25. Realise that the Sun is also moving and guess that the Moon is illuminated by
the Sun. Write speculative literatur about the romantics of Moon, Sun and
Stars.
26. Now try to assign seasons to lunar months and fail by 41 days per year!

27. Start noticing the Sun.

28. Note down the diametrically opposite star at sunset/sunrise, i.e., rising star at
sunset or setting star at sunrise — note that they are the same.

29. Note that the rising star seen at sunset repeats after 13.5 lunar months.
(Alternately, if you take lunar month as 28 days, you get 13 months and 1
day).
30. Notice Lunar Eclipses and speculate. Note that they happen rarely and only
on Full Moon.

‡

This is true for the sub-continental astronomy that gives far more emphasis on Moon compared to
the Sun.
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1.2.2 The Sun’s Path
31. Next, concentrate on the Sun. Notice that over a period of time, the point of
sunrise keeps shifting in a cyclic manner shifting to a northern most point in
the east from a southern most point in the east.

32. Note that when the point is northern most, the sun rises to a maximum in the
sky (perhaps going above an important tree).

33. During the time when the Sun is in the northern region, the weather is warmer
and the Sun is in ‗heaven‘; south is hell because when the Sun is in the
south, the weather is cold!

34. Look at a tree or put a stick in the ground and note its shadow. It goes from
west to east. Also, in summer, the shadow is clearly much shorter (it may
even be in the wrong—southern—side, if your observation point is below the
Tropic of Cancer).

35. Note the southernmost point and the northern most point. This is not accurate
since it moves 1/3 of its radius/day at these points, i.e. it appears to be
stationary at these points for a few days.

36. Instead, notice the mid-point of the extremes of point 44 above, where the
Sun will be seen for only one day. While detailed measurements can wait for
the arrival of clocks, angles and linear sizes already begin to appear and
geometry now gets an extra boost from astronomy.

37. Once you get your clocks, check that the days of point 45 above are the days
of equal daylight and night time. Call them equinoxes (days of equalities). Call
the extremes as solstices.

38. Notice that the number of days between winter to summer and summer to
winter equinox are not equal. The summer is longer in the north.
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39. Note that in summer, the sun is quite high in the sky, its rise is most northern
in the east and the shadows have their minima.
40. Write about this.

41. Notice the rare Eclipses and note that they happen on New Moon.
1.2.3 Path of the Stars
42. Observe the night sky and notice that (most) stars remain stationary with
respect to one another.
43. Note that the Sun and Moon move in the neighbourhood of only a small
fraction of them and call the Sun‘s friends as ‗Rashis‘ (zodiacal signs) and
Moon‘s friends as ‗Nakshatras‘ (lunar mansions).
44. Divide the rest of the visible stars into groups (or patterns) and call them
constellations
(Aryans apparently did not do this§).

45. Note that the patterns seem to disappear in the western sky (i.e. fail to
appear) each day with new ones arising in the eastern sky.

46. Over a period of time, you notice that this is cyclic, that eventually, the
disappeared constellations re-appear in the eastern side after 6 months.

47. When there are certain constellations in the sky at sunset you get one season
while at other times you get another.

48. Realise (or assume) that somehow the Zodiacal signs are related to the
seasons, e.g. Orion at sunset means winter.

49. Now note that the Sun moves north to south as the winter waxes (i.e. the
weather becomes cooler) and south to north as the winter wanes (i.e. the
weather becomes warmer). Take the mid position and call it the equinox day.
§

It probably had no astrological use. While westerners used the sky to represent individual
mythological characters, Aryans seemed to have had no such inclination.
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50. Probably, the body‘s biological clock is good enough to notice changes in day
length, especially near equinoxes as the rate of change is very sharp (i.e.
movement is on the steep part of the sine curve).

51. Note that when the Sun is in the South (of the mean) the full moon is seen
only in the ‗summer month Nakshtra‘ and vice a versa.

52. High time you wrote a shloka about this!
53. By putting a stick in the ground, create the solar clock**.

54. Note that during winter months, you see far more zodiacal signs in the night
than in summer, i.e., in summer, when the Sun sets and the stars begin their
dance of setting, by the time even pre-horizon stars are set, the sun rises,
while in winter, even stars that were below the horizon get an opportunity to
rise before the Sun rises!
55. (why empty)
56. Write shloks about this and make up your mythologies.
1.2.4. Path of the Seasons
57. Notice that the winter nights are longer than the summer nights (or, who
knows the winter sky spins slower. Note the relative speeds of Sun and Moon
and discard this theory!).

58. Associate constellations and mythologies based on season.

59. Make an absolute clock and compare the theories and satisfy yourself that the
winter nights are longer.

**

It will prove to be quite useless because it will not allow you to compare the duration of day across
the months! It will only give time since sunrise‘ or time to sunset. However, the minimum in the
shadow will be quite useful.
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60. Notice the precession (the Sun rises in different constellations at the
beginning of the year over millennia).
1.2.5 The Path of the planets
61. Note that there are 5 wanderers (apart from Sun and Moon) and call them
planets. Name them Mercury (Budha or Saumya, Rauhineya, Tunga), Venus
(Shukra or Usanas, Kavi, Bhrgu), Mars (Mangala or Angaraka, Bhumija,
Lohitanga, Bhauma, Kumara, Skanda), Jupiter (Guru or Brihaspati, Angiras)
and Saturn (Shani).

62. Including Sun and Moon, we get 7 wanderers. Now divide a month into weeks
in their honour.

63. Initially start with Venus and Mars since they are fast movers and hence
clearly show themselves to be moving. Venus not only confines itself to the
Zodiacal belt but also does not go more than 43_ from the Sun.

64. Then note their movement and make horoscopes—if even seasons and the
whole cycle of nature are dictated by heavens, surely the meagre human life
must be!

65. At this stage, get completely confused, throw away everything and become a
philosopher!
1.2.6 Changes in the Earth’s orbit
To make matters worse, the seasons drift. Every year, in 5 years, the Sun rise point
will be off by 3.5 degrees. The seasons arise because the tilt of the earth‘s axis of
rotation to the plane of the revolution around the Sun. This tilt is of 23 deg††. The
earth‘s orbit around the sun is not constant and keeps changing with time. Hence the
heating of the earth as a whole also changes with time.
††

In addition to this, the land mass distribution in the northern and southern hemisphere is different
with about 79% of land mass (above sea level) being in the northern hemisphere and only 21% is in
the southern hemisphere. Land has a much lower specific heat compared to water and hence it heats
up much faster for the same amount of heat received from the Sun. Hence the temperature of the
earth crucially depends on how much solar radiation is received by land compared to water.
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Three specific changes happen in the orbit of the Earth around the Sun. These are,
changes in the Earth‘s ellipticity, changes in the inclination of the Earth‘s orbit around
the Sun and the precession of the Earth in the gravity of the Sun‡‡.

Figure 2: Long term variation in the Earth's movement a) Change in Ellipticity, b) Wobble of Orbit c) Precession of
the Earth

1) Change in Ellipticity of the orbit
The orbit of the Sun around the Earth is an ellipse with the Sun at one of the foci
(Figure 2a). However, this ellipticity (ratio between the maximum distance from the
Sun to the minimum distance) is not necessarily constant and can vary with time.
2) Wobble of axis
Currently the rotational axis of the Earth makes an angle of 23.44 o (figure 2b). This is
not constant and its value can change with time.
3) Precession of Earth‘s orbit
Because the Earth moves in the gravitational potential of the Sun, the plane of its
movement precesses with respect to distant stars (figure 2c). This effect, combined
with the fact that the Earth‘s orbit is elliptical with about 3% difference between its
point of closest approach make for a complex situation which is difficult to solve
analytically. We shall discuss these in detail below.
4) Long term variations in these parameters.
In table 1 we have given the time scale of variability of these parameters.

‡‡

All 3 images in this section are taken from are from http://geology.uprm.edu/Morelock/eustatic.htm.
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Table 1: Variations in various parameters

No

Affect

Time scale (years)

Level of variation

Present
value

1

Ellipticity

95,000; 131,000; and

0.00 to 0.06

0.017

23.44

404,000
2

Obliquity

41,000

22.0 to 24.6

3

Precession

26,000

At present the northern hemisphere faces away from the Sun at
the point of closest approach

In figure 3, the changes in these parameters are graphically represented. As can be
seen from the figure, the variation in the obliquity of the orbit has not been significant
in the last 10,000 years that occupy us here. Similarly, the ellipticity of the Earth‘s
orbit has also not changed significantly over this period. The only effect of
consequence for us therefore is the precession of the Earth‘s orbit and we ignore all
other effects in subsequent discussions.

Figure 3: Change in various parameters with time. (image from
http://geoinfo.amu.edu.pl/wpk/pe/a/harbbook/c_viii/chap08.html)

1.2.7 Precession of Earth’s orbit and seasons
The precession of the Earth‘s orbit and its eaffects are graphically shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Precession of the Earth orbit from http://science.jrank.org/pages/47865/Milankovich-cycles-climatechange.html

As can be seen from the figure, the difference between the point of closest approach
(146 million km) to the farthest distance (151 million km) is about 3%. However, the
seasons on Earth are a complex combination of the distance from the Sun and tilt of
the Earth‘s rotational axis. This primarily changes the amount of radiation received
on any part of the Earth as a function of time. In table 1, we tabulate the quantities
discussed in figure 3.
Table 2: Drift in Solstice and equinox timings over the last 12,000 years
No

Period

SE

SS

AE

WS

P

A

Comments

1

Present

Mar,20

Jun,21

Sep,22

Dec,21

Jan,3

Jul,4

Cool and long Summers, warm winters in
North

2

5,000 years

Dec,21

Mar,20

June,21

Sept,22

Oct,6

Mar,3

Intermediate

Sep,22

Dec,21

Mar,20

June ,1

July,4

Jan,3

Cold and long Winters, Hot and short

ago
3

11,500 years
ago

summers in the North

Key: SE: Spring Equinox; SS: Summer Solstice, AE: Autumn Equinox, P: Perihelion (closest approach to Sun), A: Aphelion
(farthest distance from Sun).

Based on this, we define the four seasons as (Figure 3):


Summer: From summer solstice (max. declination) until autumn equinox
(declination=0)



Autumn: From autumn equinox (declination=0) until winter solstice (min.
declination)



Winter: From winter solstice (min. declination) until spring equinox
(declination=0)



Spring: From spring equinox (declination=0) until summer solstice (max.
declination)
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Figure 5 Earths precession and seasons over time. (Image from http://www.answers.com/topic/milankovitch-cycles)

Based on this we can define the period of various seasons over the millennia. As can
be seen from the figure, In the time of Harappan civilisation, the spring was 94 days
long, summer was 90 days long, autumn was 89 days long and winter was 92 days
long.
The seasons in the subcontinent are driven by a different set of parameters
compared to what happens in the higher latitude from which we had taken the earlier
definition since the Sun never comes overhead in higher latitudes. For the
subcontinent we define the seasons as follows.
1) Summer: Spring Equinox to Summer Solstice
2) Monsoon: Summer Solstice to a month after Autumnal Equinox making it the
longest season
3) Winter A month after Autumnal Equinox to A month after Winter Solstice
4) Spring: A month after Winter Solstice to Spring Equinox making it a short
season.
The affect of these on the seasons is complex since the weather pattern in the
subcontinent is driven by the following parameters:
1) the evaporation in the southern hemisphere while it is winter in the north
(around January in the present Epoch)
2) The movement of the moisture to the equatorial latitudes at Summer solstice
(around March in the present epoch)
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3) The amount of heating of the Indian subcontinental plate in early summer
(around May – June in the present epoch)
4) The wind patterns in late summer (July to October in the present epoch).
Hence, while the intensity of the monsoons are difficult to predict, the month in
which they will appear can be estimated and are given in table 5 along with the
duration of seasons table 6. Table 6 clearly shows that the period in which various
seasons come varied significantly with time.
However, no archaeological data is sensitive to the variations of the kind
discussed above. On the other hand, the astronomical records of the period will
certainly be sensitive to seasons. In table 5 therefore we have listed all the stars that
they would see in the horizon at the beginning and end of each season. Somewhere
in the Harappan civilisations, there must be markers for the rising and setting points
of these stars (see table 2 for their rising and setting locations). In table 6, we list out
all the conspicuous constellations in the sky during different seasons.
Table 3: Period of seasons in Harappan Civilisation.
No

Epoch

1

Summer

Monsoon

Winter

Spring

SE to SS

SS to after AE

After AE to after WS

After WS to SE

2

Present

April - June

July – October

November - February

March – April

3

5,500 BP

December – February

March – July

August - October

November – December

4

11,500 BP

October - December

January – April

April - July

August – September

Table 4: Duration of various seasons in Harappa region
No

Period

1

Present

2

5,000 years ago

3

11,500 years ago

Summer

26

Monsoon

Winter

Spring

92

124

90

59

89

122

94

60

90

119

92

64

Table 5Constellations at the time of equinoxes and solstices.
Period

Date in

Constellation

3000 BC
At Sunset (7.30 pm)

Winter

Dec. 21

Solstice
Spring

Mar-20

Equinox

At Sunrise (6.30 am)

East

West

East

West

Leo (Regulus),

Cygnus

Cygnus (Deneb),

Leo (Regulus)

Orion

(Deneb)

Lyra (Vega)

Virgo (Spica)

Taurus

Piscis Austrini

(Scorpio would rise

(Aldebaran)

(Fomalhaut)

Leo (Regulus),

Leo (Regulus), Orion

Virgo (Spica)

soon)
Summer

Jun-21

Cygnus (Deneb)

Solstice
Autumnal

Orion
Sep-22

Auriga (Capella)

Equinox

Lyra (Vega)

Leo (Regulus),

Virgo (Spica)

Leo (Regulus),

Orion

(Scorpio would rise

Orion

soon)
Table 6: Important Constellation at Sunset in different seasons.
Season

Month

Sunset time Constellations in the sky

Summer

Decemb

Canis Minor, Gemini, Orion, Taurus, Lipus, Canis

er

Major, Lyra

March

Bootis, Ursa Major, Auriga, Leo, Virgo, Cancer,

Monsoo
n

Cygnus (Deneb),

Gemini, Taurus, Orion, Canis Major Lepus

Winter

August

Scorpio, Virgo, Bootis, Ursa Major Sagittarius, Aquila,

Spring

Novemb

Gemini, Taurus, Auriga, Aquila, Cygus, Orion, Ursa

er

Major

Centaurus
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2. Historical growth of astronomy
While the above sequencing gives a logical sequence of growth of astronomy, its
real growth is closely mixed with the growth of a culture or a civilisation and its
needs. We therefore take a more formal look at the growth of astronomy in the
subcontinent§§.
Developing a deep sense of understanding of the Universe requires an
enormous expenditure of time and resources, both human and technological. It also
dictates and is dictated by growth in fields such as mathematics. In astronomy,
technology, mythology and science all merge. A study of astronomy is a study of the
intellectual growth of a civilisation par excellence. Here therefore, we attempt to
create a map of how astronomy evolves with time in any culture. For a general
discussion on archaeoastronomy and enthnoastronomy we refer the reader to some
excellent articles in this volume as well as Baity (1973) and for a broad summary of
growth of astronomy in India, see Kaye (1998). An earlier version of this work can be
found in Vahia and Yadav (2008).
2.1 Astronomy and myths
Attempts made by humans in trying to understand the heavens are of
profound interest and importance. Astronomy*** is one field, which at one level is
highly utilitarian for its ability to predict weather, and at another level is completely
abstract, more related to the human place in the vastness of the universe. At one
level, rains, thunder, lightning and other extraordinary events provide the source of
life. At another level, the steady and unaffected movement of stars and serenity of
heavens on clear nights must have always fascinated humans. Completely arbitrary
but spectacular events such as the appearance of comets and meteor showers must
have had a profound impact on the human psyche. Together therefore, the study of
astronomy must have attracted the attention of some of the best minds of that time. It

§§

Historically the region that is currently split between Pakistan, Afghanistan, India, Nepal, Myanmar
and Sri Lanka was essentially one unit that is generally referred to as the Indian Subcontinent. We will
use label ‗India‘ and the ‗Subcontinent‘ interchangeably except where it refers to a specific location.
***
Initially we use the word „astronomy‟ to indicate all events above the earth. It is only with development of
ideas and observations will the distinction between earth related events like rains and more heavenly phenomena
must have arisen. The word astronomy, as used today, is of course restricted to the latter objects.
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must have also profoundly affected the growth of mathematics as humans tried to
keep track of these complex, if subtle movements of heavenly objects.

Figure 6: Interrelation between astronomy, myths and religion

The only activity comparable to astronomical knowledge is the pursuit of
understanding the relevance of human life in the wider perspective of nature. That is,
creation of myths, creation of fantastic, complex stories of events past and yet to
come, all of which place human existence in perspective. These creative works have
been used from time immemorial in a variety of ways, from consoling people on the
death of their dear ones to explaining the irrational events as activities of more
mighty beings and hidden variables that are introduced by gods. In most cases,
these myths begin to formalise and revolve around a common, if complex theme of
supernatural powers and their relation to humans. Religion, in many ways is a
natural evolutionary track for myths (see e.g. Armstrong, 2005 for a more general
discussion on the history of myths). Each feed on the other and enrich both for their
breadth of reach and profound philosophy and symbolism that they can provide. Just
as astronomy fed mathematics, myths and religion must have fed literature and
together, the human intellect grew to reach far beyond it was ever designed to go
and to achieve what it was never meant to achieve.
Yet, at a more profound level, these two pillars of human intellectual growth,
astronomy and mythology, are deeply connected. The life giving ability of the sky,
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through rain, sun and moon and its ability to invigorate and fertilise earth must have
been noticed very early in human existence. Most religions therefore begin with the
concept of Mother Earth and Father Sky whose rain invigorates and impregnates
mother earth with new life. From this step, to making heavens an abode for gods
would have been a linear progression.
The purpose of myths is manifold. These include giving a sense of purpose to
life, giving meaning to life‘s irrational experiences, such as birth and death, by
speculating on rebirth or higher existence and so on. In the original form of
Hinduism, for example, the structure of the religion is that of a tripartite relation
between gods, humans and ancestors (Jamison and Witzel, 1992), where each
appeases others by giving boon depending on their powers and receiving favours in
turn. Myths also give a sense of purpose to life, especially, by providing heroes
whose examples can be emulated by others and provide a yardstick by which
actions of others can be measured. Lastly, in many ways, they hold out a promise of
manipulating gods who control the cosmos so that they may live under favourable
conditions. Together therefore they provide a sense of connectivity between humans
and the magnificence of nature, providing a sense of belonging and proportion
against this vast expanse of the universe which can often disorient human life. Like
all human activities, myths also change and evolve with time as people become
more sophisticated.
In many ways, connected with astronomy, many cultures have seen their life‘s
dramas being played out in heaven and have placed their most revered stories
amongst the various imagined patterns in the sky. Myths and astronomy therefore
have a closer relation than we normally appreciate.
From Mother Earth and Father Sky the myths and skies get interrelated to an
extent that most profound beings and gods have a corresponding stellar association
and special gods drive the wheel of life, the time, the winds, the rains, the sun, the
stars and everything magnificent. Together, it is the heavens that, in many ways,
control human life and some of the most creative human arts explore these inter
relations. In figure 2 we present an example of such an intermix of images and ideas.
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Figure 7: Rock painting from Onake Kindi hill, Chikka Rampur, Raichur District, Karnataka (image by
Erwin Neumayar reproduced in Moorti, 1994). The picture shows a complex representation of a
human burial with Sun and moon and other complex imageries. The colour image is by Srikumar
Menon.

The rock art given in figure 3 is from a cave in Onake Kindi hill, Chikka
Rampur, Raichur District, Karnataka. Its complex imagery includes a human body
with some burial material in the centre followed by waves coming out on one side.
This is followed by an outer rim of seven circles in left semicircle and six circles in
the right semicircle. In the semicircle with the human, the small circles are further
enclosed in a pattern and two of them are dotted. The outermost rim is decorated by
wavy pattern and dashed lines and this transition does not occur at the division of
the inner circles. The image has a palpable mix of burial and seems to encompass
astronomical image with sun and moon (including its phases). It appears that the left
side of the picture shows rays emanating from the centre. This probably indicates
dayside while the dark half on right, with human burial suggests night (Moon side).
Their outer rims seem to intrude into each other‘s territory. While this may not be the
only interpretation of the image, its relation to human burial and the cosmos seems
to be quite interesting.
Here we will not only explore the complex relation between myths and
astronomy but also between astronomy and the continuing human struggle to define
themselves and to understand the complex set-up of heavenly beauty.
We discuss some of the astronomical myths of India separately in Appendix 1.
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3 Summary of basic astronomical ideas
Astronomical knowledge requires understanding of some basic concepts and we
shall briefly summarise them here for the sake of completeness.
Even for the most casual observer, there are two prominent objects in the sky.
These are the Sun and the Moon. While the Sun seems to have a steady and
overwhelming presence in the sky, the Moon waxes and wanes. Coupled with the
variations in day and night time temperatures, it takes little to realise the importance
of the Sun as life giver and Moon as a time keeper, making each day and night
different from the preceding and succeeding one. The importance of the Sun
therefore would be obvious even to the hunter-gatherers. More careful study,
especially against a structured backdrop of geological features, will make it clear that
the Sun does not always rise exactly in the East and does not always set exactly in
the West. In general, the Sun rises somewhere in the East and sets somewhere in
the West. The exact point of Sunrise in fact drifts from a point North East to South
East in a periodic cycle of about than 365 days. The Sun rises exactly in the East
and sets exactly in the West only twice a year and these days are marked by 12
hours of sun light and 12 hours of darkness. These days are days of equinoxes. The
day of northern most extreme point of sunrise, is the longest day in the northern
hemisphere and is called summer solstice. Similarly, the day of southernmost
sunrise is the shortest day of winter in northern hemisphere, and is called winter
solstice. The seasons (and names) are six months out of phase in the southern
hemisphere.
The next object of interest is the Moon. Twelve full moon cycles bring the
Sunrise point nearly to the same place, short by a little more than 11 days. Moon
therefore makes an important calendar. However, the relation between the phase of
the Moon and its rise time is a complex one. The Moon rises at Sunset on full Moon.
It rises at midday when the Moon is halfway towards Full Moon. It rises at midnight
when the Moon is halfway to New Moon.
Beyond this is the relation of these celestial objects with the stars. The Sun
and the Moon seem to have a fixed relation to the stars in the sky, moving in a rather
narrow band of stars. The stars can be divided into small constellations so that they
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can be easily understood and memorised. Civilisations of cold regions, sensitive to
the warmth given by the Sun are more likely to notice the exact points of sunrise or
sunset and the constellation that occurs just before sunrise. These constellations
would certainly have an important position amongst other constellations and are
separately called Zodiacs. Similarly, for people sensitive to calendars and using
nights of navigation, the stars visited by Moon would also be considered important
and these are called Lunar Mansions. In Indian context, the constellations (tārā
samuha) of Sun are called rashi while the lunar mansions are called nakshatras. The
term for constellations (tārā samuha) is a very general and generic term meaning
‗group of stars‘. It appears very late in the literature and most of the ancient Indian
astronomy is restricted to rāshi and nakshatra.
The next point to be noted is that about six thousand objects are visible in the
night sky. Apart from Sun and Moon, five more of these objects are not stationary
with respect to other objects but move around in the sky. Together, they make the
planets. These wanderers also have a narrow band in which they move, somewhat
overlapping with the Sun‘s path. Also, each of these wanderers has its own preferred
period. For two of them (Mercury and Venus) the farthest distance from the sun is
limited.
Similarly, other observations are those of eclipses and their apparent random,
if fearful occurrences. There would also be observations of other transients like
comets and meteorites which are rare and a-periodic events. Such observations may
also include supernovae (see e.g. Joglekar et al., 2008).
The last of such naked eye observations would be the drift in the zodiacal
signs in which Sunrise at equinoxes occurs. This result of precession of equinoxes
also changes the time of the year when a specific season occurs. With its annual
drift of 0.72 minutes of arc per year, the motion is very subtle and requires truly longrange observations before it can be noticed.
In the very process of acquiring such knowledge, a society would have
invested a lot of its intellectual, technological and financial resources and must have
taken a lot of time.
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PART 2: Origin and Growth of Astronomy Indian Context
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4. Development of astronomical ideas
Advancement in astronomical knowledge of a culture primarily depends on the
following factors:
1) Requirement of the society
2) Available technology
3) Available calibre of the people
All these factors are sensitive to the period of the culture. The first two of these are
more or less monotonic, with both requirements and available technology becoming
more sophisticated with time. We briefly discuss each of these below.
Requirement of the society, while linearly increasing with time, is a curious
entity. The requirement can change in sudden jumps of demand as societies
become more sophisticated. In the hunter-gatherer phase, for example, a rough idea
about animal migratory patterns and general feeling of warmth are sufficient. With
the advent of farming, or even pre-farming, a high sensitivity to seasons emerges.
Farming requires more precise knowledge and predictability of seasons and sunrise
point. Once a society acquires a certain level of sophistication and wealth,
preservation of wealth, good fortune and the desire to pass on the wealth and good
fortune to their offspring result in development of astrology and attendant studies.
Once a civilisation reaches a level of sophistication, where it has enough resources
to spare and stability to pursue pure curiosity, cosmogony and other fields begin to
emerge.
Available technology is a predictable parameter based on the general
technological sophistication of the culture. A specific, inspired piece of technology
can result in a critical sudden spurt and history is replete with such examples.
Invention of radio receivers and highly accurate clocks are two such examples. But
even without such sudden spurts, all societies either acquire or circumvent the
needed technology and broadly move towards higher level of sophistication.
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Against this, the calibre of people is a matter of greatest vagary and is
practically unpredictable. Given a broad idea of the calibre of the most influential
people, their influence on the advancement of knowledge can be estimated.
Unfortunately, there lies a rather strong requirement of understanding the calibre of
the most influential thinkers at any time in order to understand the growth in
astronomy. Such persons can produce dramatic changes but their appearance or
calibre is impossible to predict. In societies such as the Indian one, with a poor
sense of history, most records of important individuals are missing and often, it
needs to be inferred from the ideas that emerge at any time. In spite of this limitation,
a general idea that people become increasingly sophisticated with time will permit
some measure of predictability on the growth of astronomy in a culture.
In all this, we have disregarded sudden catastrophic social and ecological
changes which can set societies back by centuries if not millennia. We have also
implicitly ignored cross-cultural spread of knowledge which can also allow civilisation
to make dramatic transitions to higher levels of learning and sophistication by
borrowing the learning of other cultures. While these induced changes are often
conspicuous, it is often not appreciated that such sudden spurts can only be
introduced to civilisations already prepared (or due) for such spurt of knowledge and
external infusion only accelerates the process of knowledge gain rather than change
the track of the civilisation.
The combined effect of all this is that societies go through various transitions
in their knowledge of astronomy, in a manner that is almost analogous to phase
transitions in physics.
4.1 Stages of growth
In light of the above discussion, we can identify four major phases of transition in the
evolution of astronomy. These are:
1. Initial phase: Marking of sunrise and seasons.
2. Settlement phase: Marking of stars and constellations.
3. Civilisation phase: Development of astrology and cosmogony.
4. Technology based phase: Modern astronomy with all its trappings.
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We discuss these phases in detail below, taking examples from the Indian
civilisation. Not all aspects of astronomy have been evenly explored by researchers.
The time period of various phases can be roughly given as follows. It should be
noted that according to the general belief of the Rig Veda being a product of the
hunter gatherers from Indo-Iranian region, astronomy in it should be classified as
stage 2 astronomy. However, given the level of sophistication of the astronomical
ideas, it is more akin to Stage 3 astronomy and we discuss it in that section.
 Initial steps: 20,000 BC to about 5,000 BC (7,000 YBP)
 Settlement Astronomy: 5,000 to 1,500 BC – for Vedic Culture and up to 1,000
BC or later for other cultures in the Subcontinent.
 Astronomy of civilisation: 2,500 to 1,900 BC for Indus Civilisation and 1,500 BC
to 500 AD – Upanishad/ Purana period.
 Technology based, state supported astronomy: 500 AD Aryabhatta onwards
A lot of very distinguished study of Indian astronomy as it appears in Sanskrit
texts, especially in Vedic (stage 2) and post Siddhantic astronomy (stage 4) have
been well studied. These include books by Bose, Sen and Subbarayappa (2009),
Iyengar (2008), Subbarayappa (2008), Subbarayappa and Sarma (1985) as well as
Sewell and Dikshit (1995) on Indian Calendar and Balachandra Rao (2008),
Balachandra Rao and Venugopal (2008, 2009) on classical methods of calculating
eclipses and transits. Several research articles by Abhyankar and Iyengar will be
referred to at appropriate places.
4.1.1 Initial phase
The initial phase consists of understanding and appreciating the fact that the Sun is
related to warmth and life and the point of sunrise decides the level of warmth.

Figure 8: Location of sunrise point over the period of one year
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At this stage, a human group or a culture can identify the following aspects of nature:

•

Identifying Sun as the source of warmth and light.

•

Rains, Sun and heavens are identified as crucial life givers. Sky rejuvenates
the Earth. This becomes an everlasting image in human (even Neanderthal?)
mind.

•

Due of its elegance and importance, the sky becomes the abode for the gods.

•

Astronomical observations get recorded on stones in the form of rock art.

•

This phase brings in first generation astronomy – to the level of defining
seasons and their relation to Sunrise points.

In figure 8, we have shown one such rock art image from Chillas in Kashmir, which is
a common form of expression of personal and social experiences at this stage of
evolution (see e.g. Lewis-Williams, 2002 for a more
extensive discussion on the Neolithic mind).
Figure 9: A rock art from Chillas, Kashmir showing the Sun god
with the disk of the Sun just behind him. The division of the disk
into 4 quadrants is probably indicative of the 4 seasons.

Moreover, these images can often be very
sophisticated and complex making it difficult to
interpret them, but they are likely to be important in
understanding astronomical observations by ancient
people.
An interesting aspect of the human existence is the early artistic expressions.
These are typically of two types. The first type includes a more literal art that typically
depicts hunting scenes and sketches of animal and human forms (Lewis-Williams,
2002). The second piece of art is essentially abstract and consists of geometric
patterns of varied kind, the most common amongst them being spirals but other
rectangular geometry can also be found. Lewis-Williams (2002) assigns especially
the second type of drawing to shamanic experiences under the influence of
hallucinogens. In rare cases, we get drawings that represent far deeper presentation
of ideas and abstractions such as in the Lexus caves where the animals imagined in
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the sky are presented along with the star patterns that they represent. It is these
drawings that are a remarkable window to the intellectual capabilities of early cave
dwellers. In figure 9 above, we have shown one more drawing that seems to
represent the sketching of a mythological belief in the sky. Even more spectacular is
an example found in the Kashmir region of India.
Figure 10: A stone etching
from Burzaham, Kashmir.
Picture (c) Indira Gandhi
National Centre for the Arts,
New Delhi.
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example. In figure 6, we reproduce a stone etching found in Burzaham near
Srinagar. The drawing has been variously interpreted but generally as representing a
hunting scene in the presence of two Sun.
However, at least four of the five objects shown, namely the two bright objects
apparently in the sky, the hunter, the stag and the dog are all related to the sky and
the last of these, namely a person with an abnormally long spear can certainly be
drawn in the sky. Sule et al. (2010) we show that not only do the objects represent
very commonly imagined figures in the sky, their relative sizes and ratios all indicate
a fairly consistent picture indicating that the drawing can be interpreted as the
southern sky with Orion, Taurus and Andromeda in the sky. Sule et al, (2010) even
go further and speculate whether it is possible that the two Suns may indicate that
one of them is a guest star.
If this is the case, the most obvious of such an object can be a supernova (Sule et al,
2008) or a comet (see e.g. Strom, 2002). Since the image is symmetrical, we argued
that it is more likely to be a transient object. We then searched the supernova
catalogue for a possible supernova that had an apparent magnitude comparable to
that of the Sun or the Moon, was close to the Ecliptic and occurred between 0 and
10,000 BC since the rock art was dated to be before 2000 BC. Sule et al. (2010)
found only one supernova that satisfied all these criteria and it was dated to around
5000 BC. By projecting the supernova on the sky chart, we found that the hunter in
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the figure matched to Orion and when the image was enlarged to fit the Orion, the
other images such as the stag, the dog and the other hunter fitted well with Taurus,
Andromeda and Arietis - Ceti region. This may be the first recorded supernova
image (Joglekar et al., 2008). However, this is not the only possible explanation and
other possible interpretations are that it is a simple hunting scene with two suns
indicating the movement of the sun (Strom, private communication). It is also
possible to interpret the drawing as a presentation of the creation of the myth of Rig
Veda where the great god is about to perform an incest with his daughter who has
taken the shape of a deer and is prevented by another great god (Rudra) (see e.g.
Kramrisch, 1981, p 3). There are other such examples (Vahia et al., 2008, Iqbal et
al., 2008) where other astronomical references are discussed.
These observations and recordings of transient events and other aspects of the sky
are therefore by people who are semi-settled and Palaeolithic. Beyond this, the
human culture becomes more settled and we get the settlement astronomy.
4.1.2 Settlement phase
Once a population settles down in an area, it lives either by hunting, as long as the
population is small and the land rich enough to support an entirely hunting
population, or by farming (see e.g. Jain, 2006; p57). With farming, they begin to be
far more sensitive to the environment and its changes. Apart from observing that the
Sun does not rise exactly in the east and does not set exactly in the west, they begin
to find it necessary to keep track of the exact stage of the movement of Sun, Moon
and stars in the sky. They therefore evolve the following astronomical understanding:
•

Large structures are created to study the sunrise patterns. Megaliths become
essential for calendrical purposes.

•

Various aspects of Moon (and planets?) get studied.

•

Constellations, Zodiacs and Nakshtra are defined.

•

Eclipses are noticed and attempts are made to determine their periodicity.

•

Transient events such as comets are recorded.

•

New myths are created to explain these observations.

•

Cosmogonical ideas emerge.
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One of the most conspicuous aspects of Megalithic period††† is the Megalithic
structures that are marked by huge stones arranged in specific manner. While these
may well be for ritualistic reasons, there is a fair case to be made that their primary
purpose was to keep track of astronomical movements (see e.g. Baity, 1981).
Iqbal et al. (2008) has briefly summarised the astronomical significance of some
sites in Kashmir and discussed one such Megalithic site at Burzaham near Kashmir
where the stone etching discussed earlier (figure 5) was found. The large megalithic
stones erected there seem to have a fair amount of astronomical orientation but this
remains to be established.
In India, the Lunar Mansions, called Nakshatras are found from the earliest period.
However, the moon no longer goes close to all the Nakshatras. Bhujle and Vahia
(2007) suggested that this may be due to the precession of the equinoxes which
produces subtle changes in the apparent path of the Moon in the heavens over time.
Using modern astronomical software we calculated the average distance of the path
of the moon from all the Nakshatras as a function of time and found that the distance
was minimum around 3000 BC. We therefore suggested that the Nakshatras were
probably designed around that period, when first large settlements were beginning to
emerge in the subcontinent (Jain, 2006, p 79).
4.1.2.1 Astronomy through Megaliths
All over the world are found ancient stone structures that arrest the eye and have
fascinated both the lay public and the archaeologist and antiquarian alike for ages
because of their ―curious and bold appearance on the surface‖ of the earth (Sundara
1975). The word ―megalith‖ literally means built of large stones, though some
megaliths may not strictly adhere to this definition. However, the usage of the term
―megalithic‖ can be justified because of its antiquity and continued popular use
(Moorti 2008, Moorti 1994).
The erection of megaliths seems to have coincided with different cultural
phases in different parts of the world. The European megaliths are considered as
earliest in chronological sequence – from Neolithic (or the ―New‖ Stone Age) to the
†††

The term Megalithic period is used in general terms of prehistoric times. The specific historical time will of
course be sensitive to the culture.
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Bronze Age (i.e. from c. 5000 to 2000 BC) and its continuation even in the Iron Age
(Moorti 2008, Moorti 1994).
Southern part of India contains a very large number of megalithic structures –
the so called ―south Indian megalithic complex‖, is known since the first reports of
―Pandu Coolies‖ in Kerala by Babington (1823). The south Indian megaliths are
believed to be erected by iron-using cultures (Moorti 2008, Moorti 1994). In the
decades that followed, a few thousands of megalithic sites have been discovered in
southern India. Several of them have been excavated, studied and classified; among
the most celebrated study being that of Brahmagiri. Brahmagiri has been intensively
explored by M. H. Krishna in 1940 (Krishna 1942, Ghosh 1989). Later on R. E. M.
Wheeler excavated the site on behalf of the Archaeological Survey of India in 1947
(Wheeler 1947, Ghosh 1989). Since those days, studies of Indian megaliths have
come a long way and a lot of these sites have been systematically studied, though
megaliths continue to be one of the most perplexing problems in South Asian
archaeology (Ehrich 1992).
A large majority of these monuments seem to have been used for funerary
purposes. However, the funerary aspect of this tradition is not entirely a new feature
of the Iron Age. The antiquity of burial practice in India dates back to the Mesolithic
period and marked burials begin in the Neolithic (Agrawal). Though evidence for an
antecedent stage of ―megalithism‖ is found in the pre-Iron Age context, this tradition
became very popular in the Iron Age and continued to survive into the Early Historic
and even later periods.
Moorti (2008, 1994) has provided a classification of megaliths based on their
form and perceived function. He has classified them broadly into sepulchral and nonsepulchral – the former containing the mortal remains of deceased human beings
and the latter lacking the same. Sepulchral monuments may be pit burials, cist
burials etc. with a variety of surface markers of stone whereas non-sepulchral
monuments consist of an assortment of various monuments that may have had
widely varying purposes. For instance, dolmens may have served as memorials, as
may have certain classes of menhirs (as memorial stones). However, there exist
several enigmatic non-sepulchral megaliths like alignments and avenues. These are
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generally arranged in geometric patterns of tens to hundreds to even few thousands
of stones, which defy any explanation.
We (Menon and Vahia, 2009) have studied several megalithic sites – both
sepulchral and non-sepulchral in Karnataka and Kerala and a hazy picture is
beginning to emerge of the possible astronomical relevance of some of these
monuments.
As for the non-sepulchral monuments, some of the earlier monuments‡‡‡
either show no definite orientation to the cardinal directions or clear N-S orientations
whereas later monuments show E-W orientations. The later monuments show
orientations within the annual range of sunrise and sunset points for the given
location, showing a switch to orienting the graves to face sunrise or sunset on some
day of the year.
It is in the non-sepulchral monuments that some definite connection to
astronomy seems to be lurking, possibly as calendar devices. The stone alignments
found in present day Andhra Pradesh and northern Karnataka are quite well known
(Allchin 1956, Paddayya 1995). These are mysterious grid-like arrangement of
stones with the grid lines oriented to the cardinal directions (or, in some cases 15 –
20o off the cardinal directions (Allchin 1956). Some of them contain large numbers of
stones, such as Hanamsagar (more than 2500 stones) (Allchin 1956) – compared to
the alignment at Carnac in Brittany, France by Sundara (1975). Most of the
alignments such as the one at Hanamsagar consist of stones that are either field
boulders rolled down from nearby hills and manoeuvred into position or roughly
dressed boulders. Though these have been ascribed the function of calendar
devices by Rao (2005), this needs to be verified by proper surveys.
It was thought that, in the southern part of Karnataka, there were fewer
Menhir sites as compared to the above-mentioned regions. Moreover, it was thought
that they were arranged in no particular pattern (Sundara 1975, 2004). However, our
investigations have shown that these Menhirs, which are either natural boulders of
elongated cross section or quarried slabs, are invariably erected with their long axes
‡‡‡

The chronological framework for south Indian megaliths is very shaky, with just over 30 reliable
dates for around 3000 known sites and our judgement of ―early‖ and ―late‖ is on stylistic basis.
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oriented N-S and are arranged such that several pairs of these frame the rising or
setting sun on the two solstices. In some of these sites, there are cairns and other
sepulchral megaliths in close vicinity of the Menhirs. The solstitial alignment looks
definitely intentional and the sight-lines that we have inferred are very plausible ones
involving a standing observer. Further investigations need to be done as to what
exactly their purpose was, especially in light of the sepulchral megaliths close by.
Recent investigations (Menon and Vahia, 2009) have also thrown up more
sites of this type than earlier known. Four of the Menhir sites described by Sundara
(1975, 2004) were shown to belong to this category, while one more such site has
come to light during our explorations. It has been noticed that several single stone
slabs oriented N-S that were presumably part of alignments have been destroyed
during road-building activities. This is no surprise in view of the destruction of
megalithic structures worldwide (Ruggles, pers. comm.) Sundara (1975) also
discusses Menhirs that are great granite slabs in Kerala. This leads us to surmise
that megaliths of this typology seem to be more prevalent than thought of earlier in
these parts of south India. Unlike the alignments discussed by Allchin (1956) and
Paddayya (1995), which consist of boulders oriented roughly, the alignments using
quarried slabs or elongated boulders of slab-like cross section seem to have more
precise orientation and alignment. These could well have been the calendar devices
of the Megalithic Age in this region.
In table 7 below, we have listed some of the interesting Megalithic sites in
southern India.
Table 7: Possible astronomy-related megalithic sites
S. No.
1

Site
Nilaskal, Karnataka

Type
Menhirs/avenue

Remarks
All slabs N-S oriented, solstitial alignments
detected

2

Baise, Karnataka

Menhirs/avenue,

All slabs N-S oriented, solstitial alignments

cairns

detected, survey done

3

Hergal, Karnataka

Menhirs/avenue

All slabs seem N-S oriented

4

Mumbaru, Karnataka

Menhirs/avenue

All slabs seem N-S oriented

5

Araga Gate, Karnataka

Menhirs/avenue

All slabs seem N-S oriented, grid pattern
detected

6

Hanamsagar, Karnataka

Avenue

Comprehensive survey required

7

Vibhutihalli, Karnataka

Avenue

Loose alignments detected, comprehensive
survey required
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Figure 11: Winter Solstice sunset
frambed by two Menhirs at Nilaskal
in Sourthern India (Srikumar et al.,
in preperatrion)

4.1.2.2 Vedic Astronomy
The oldest of Indian literature is
the Rig Veda which forms the
basis of Hindu Religion. Its dating has been a controversial issue but its antiquity as
the earliest Indian document has not been doubted (see e.g. Goodall, 1996,
introduction p X). Rig Veda is a document of a settled community with elaborate
discussions of rituals and philosophy. It however, has a separate addendum called
Vedanga Jyotisa or the astronomical treatise of the Rig Veda that insists that ―Just
like the combs of peacocks and the crest jewels of serpents, so does Jyotişa
(astronomy) stand at the head of the auxiliaries of the Veda‖ (RV - VG 35, see
Subbarayappa and Sarma, 1985, p 1).
Some of the most exhaustive work on the astronomical references in Rig
Veda has been done by Narahari Achar (1999; see also Witzel, 1999). Simulating
the Vedic sky, in conjunction with Panchanga to verify that the statements in
Shatapada Bramhana about the Kritika (Pleiades) never swerving from east,
Saptarshis rising in the north point he associates Rig Veda‘s astronomy to events
that could have been observed around 3000 BC.
Subbarayappa and Sarma (1985) have compiled the list of astronomical
references in various ancient Indian literatures. From this, it is clear that the authors
of Rig Veda were aware of the discrepancies between the duration of Lunar year and
Solar year and the need to add intercalary month for synchronising the two. Rig
Veda also consists of several references to names of gods and numbers which are
similar to numbers in astronomy, such as seven Adityas (Kaye, 1998: 11) but there
are no clear astronomical references in it.
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The second oldest text of Yajur Veda however, explicitly mentions the division
of the equinox into 27 Nakshatras or Lunar Mansions that are followed even today.
Yajur Veda (4.4.11, see Subbayappa and Sarma, 1985, p 50) recommends 2
intercalary months in 5 years. The days are named according to the phases of the
Moon.
In Yajur Veda, there are references to 12 lunar months amounted to 354
days. The synchronisation was done using Ekādaśarātra ceremony. This made 365
days in a year leaving an error of 0.25 days per year. But the Vedic year consisted of
12 months, each of 30 days. This gives the duration of the year as 360 days. This
was synchronised to the seasons simply by adding 5 days to the calendar. Solstice
days were also noted in literature. The Concept of Yuga was introduced as a more
sophisticated attempt to synchronise the Solar and Lunar calendars. The 5 Yugas
were, Samvatsara, Parivatsara, Idāvatsara, Anuvatsara, and Idvatsara. Two
intercalary months Amhaspati and Samsarpa were added to complete a Yuga. While
commenting on Yuga Lagadha, the author of Vedanga Jyotisha of Yajur Veda (dated
to 1350 BC, see Sastry, 1985) had a fairly good idea about the year being a fraction
of a day (see e.g. Narahari Achar, 1997).
At the end of the Vedic period, the Vedanga literature was created. Amongst
them was the Vedanga Jyotisa which discussed the astronomy of the period (Sarma,
1985). Conventionally dated to 1200 BC, Naharhari Achar (2000) has suggested that
based on astronomical references it should be dated to 1800 BC. It defines a period
called Yuga which consists of 5 solar years, 67 lunar sidereal cycles, 1830 days,
1835 sidereal days, 62 synodic months, 1860 Tithis (i.e. Moon passes through the
27 Nakshatras a total of 1860 times), 135 Solar nakshatras (since Sun remains in a
nakshtra for 13.55 days), 1809 Lunar Nakshatras (since the moon remains in one
nakshatra for 1.01 days) and 1768 risings of the Moon (Sastry, 1985, 15, Kaye,
1998, p18). It defines 1 yuga as 5, years, 1 year as 12 solar months of 366 days in
which there are 6 seasons. 1 day consists of 30 parts called mahuratas. 1 Mahurata
(equivalent to 48 minutes) consist of 2 nadis and this time is also further divided into
smaller units (cf. Subbarayappa and Sarma, 1985, p 51) of Kalas (about 2.4 min),
Kastha (about 1.2 seconds), gurvaksharas (about 0.6 seconds) and matras (about
0.12 seconds). The purpose of such small time divisions is not very clear but was
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probably related to the water-clock, human pulse measurements and duration of
musical notes etc. (Sastry, p 39). Gondhalekar (2008) has studied the method of
intercalation in Vedang Jyotisha and pointed out various methods that could have
been used to synchronise lunar and solar calendars.
Subbarayappa (2008: 69) has listed the references to various Nakshatras
(Lunar mansions) in Vedanga Jyotisa and the attendant deity for each of them. He
has also collated evidence (ibid p 81) showing that this system was indigenous to
Indian astronomy and now borrowed from other cultures and given a comparative
table of the various systems (ibid, p 87-89).
Hence, their understanding of astronomy was good. However, it is interesting
that it seems to be more suited for not just a settled population but, a fairly advanced
culture with needs for long term calendar, unique numbering of days and other
concepts. We will return to this point later in our discussion, when we talk about
astronomy of civilisation.
One more aspect of this stage is the beginning of some basic ideas of
cosmology. One of the verses in Rig Veda called Nasadiya Sukta, for example,
speculates on the origin of the Universe (see Appendix 1):
The format of Hinduism at the time of creation of this verse was that of a
tripartite relation between humans, ancestors and gods (see e.g. Jemison and
Witzel, 1992). Hence, gods were a part of a group that exchanged favours with each
other. Gods were not omnipotent, everlasting representation of Nature, and hence,
any speculation of the origin of universe had to go beyond the gods. However, read
in the background of today‘s knowledge of the origin of the universe, the verse
appears far more perceptive than it must have appeared when it was originally
created. Another poem with interesting insights consists of speculations about time
(Appendix 1).
These kind of poetic expressions of abstract ideas about the Universe,
cosmos and human place in them are typical of the period. They are also often
intimately connected to mythology of the period. Its relation to religious ceremonies
on the other hand, is not clear (Staal, 2008: 227). However, stripped of their poetic
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imagery, these poems are simple, driven essentially by philosophical ideas (For a
comprehensive discussion on Cosmology of Rigveda, see Wallis, 1999).
Even in this period, the astronomical observations were accurate enough to
permit dating some of the ancient documents based on their astronomical references
(table 2). However, it must be added that in many cases, the dating is considered
controversial and even the same data has been differently interpreted by different
workers. The most interesting of these is the dating of Mahabharata.
Beyond this stage, this intense process of creativity and study takes evolution
of astronomy to the next phase of evolution namely that of civilisation.
Narahari Achar (1998) has reinterpreted a specific verse in Atharva Veda
(XIX. 53.3) and suggested that it implies the use of an out-flowing water clock for
measurement of time and perhaps, the existence of different types of water clock.
Civilisation phase
At this stage, the society tends to be far more organised. With organisation comes
increased efficiency. This efficiency allows the society to specialise in tasks and
create specialists. The result is that teachers and pupils fully occupied with
generations of knowledge emerge. Such a society can then have people who spend
a lifetime studying and speculating about nature. At this stage, the disciplines of
astronomical mythology, cosmogony and astrology begin to take root. With
increasing wealth, not only does the hierarchy within a society begin to strengthen,
but more interesting consequences arise. The owners of wealth become possessive
enough to become seriously worried about their future, conservation or increase of
their wealth as well as passing it on to their offspring. Hence predicting future
becomes an obsession. Astronomy, with its moving sun, moon and planets, provides
one of the obvious methods for predicting the future. Astrology therefore becomes
the driving force for astronomy. In the absence of other knowledge, such activities
gain certain respectability.
Also, by then astronomical information becomes more precise and often, the
documents created in this phase can be dated using astronomical information (table
8).
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The society also begins a systematic reinterpretation of old scattered ideas or
creation of new ideas. The speculations about astronomy and the universe become
more sophisticated. An interesting mixture of religious beliefs, astronomy and
architecture emerge, reflecting the cosmogony of the period. With the need to predict
and calculate planetary motions and eclipses, some amount of mathematical
astronomy also arises at this stage.
Iyengar (2005, 2006, 2008, 2010) has summarised some salient features of
Hindu astronomy before the period of the Siddhāntas, which started with the
Common Era. He demonstrates that the prose text of Parāśara as preserved in the
works of Utpala and 23 Ballāla-sena represents an ancient observational tradition of
Hindu astronomy prior to the Siddhānta period. This text called Parāśara-samhitā
(PS), consists of planet and comet observations made around 2 nd Millennium B.C.
The visibility and invisibility periods of Venus are quite accurate for naked eye
observations. The sidereal periods of Jupiter and Saturn and visibility of Mercury are
given, even if they are approximate. Movement of Mars has been described
qualitatively with no numbers given in the quoted text. The list of twenty-six comets is
also mentioned. It establishes a historical basis for the Great Flood, which has been
the starting point of much of Indian mythology. The text of Garga, as quoted in the
Adbhuta-sāgara, indicates later developments. For example, the Saptarsi era and
the Jupiter year are due to Garga. He was the first person to state that comets
appear in a cycle and to have remarked that the tail of a comet extends away from
the sun. He also gives a few observational numbers for Mars. Existence of
synchronism between ancient comet names of PS and Vedic deities suggests that
comet observations were a continuing tradition from Rig Veda. RV refers to lunar
and solar eclipses. An investigation of the Rig Vedic number 3339 suggests that that
this was the characteristic eclipse number of ancient India. This represents the
number of tithis between two similar lunar eclipses separated by nearly eighteen
solar years, counting only the dark fortnights.

Table 8: Dating of some ancient documents based on their astronomical
references
Document

Date
(BC)

Comments
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Reference

1

Brihat Samhita
(Prob a memory of
earlier event)

5284

Rohin Shakata Bheda

Mahajani, et al. (2007)

2

Yajur Veda

2350

Vernal Equinox in Kritika

3

Yajur – Vedanga
Jyotisha

1370

Summer Solstice in
Aslesha

Vedang Jyotisha
translated by Sastry
(1985)

4

Period of Lagadha

1340

Polar latitude of
Sravishtha

5

Mahabharata

1200

Saptarshi Calendar

Sule, et al., (2007)

6

Parashara Samhita

11001300

Description of seasons
and constellations

Iyengar (2007)

4.1.3.1 Post Vedic astronomy
Astronomical references in the post Vedic literature clearly show this to be true.
Several complex ideas can be seen in the astronomy of the late Vedic period. Sule
et al (2006) have discussed the Saptarshi calendar that a priori seems to be absurd.
It states that the constellation of Saptarshi (Ursa Major) visits different lunar
mansions, spending 100 years in each mansion and then moving on. A particularly
important event in the Indian epic Mahabharata discusses this calendar apart from
other literature. However, since none of the constellations move in the sky, it is
assumed to be more philosophical than real. However, Sule et al. (2007) have
shown that the original reference is more specific. It states that if you take the vector
joining the North Pole with the midpoint of the first two stars of Ursa Major, that
vector points to a specific lunar mansion. This is defined as the house of Ursa Major
and it is this vector that moves over a period of 100 years. Sule et al. (2007) have
simulated the movement of the vector and shown that around the period of 1200 BC
the vector did move from one lunar mansion to another. However, its subsequent
movements were slower and not monotonic. It therefore seems that for a short
period (about 150 years) of observations, this method of calendar making must have
appeared attractive even if it was discarded later as it was not accurate.
Indian Astronomy of this period is fairly sophisticated with constellation
names, calculations of various kinds and study of precession of the Earth. David
Pingree has done an extensive survey of the Sanskrit literature of this period.
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Unfortunately the ancient literatures were written on perishable material and a lot of it
is lost. Only that material which was later re-rendered in 16th to 18th century is
available now. Even a small fraction of this has been read since many are in private
possessions. A large fraction of these are repetitive but there must be other
astronomical ideas in these that need to be studied (Subbarayappa, 2008: 7).
Pingree has also been critical of the source of astronomy insisting that it is not
indigenous but borrowed from the Babylonians (Pingree and Morrissey, 1989).
Subbarayappa (2008: 61-61) has put his criticism in perspective suggesting that
while he had pointed out several similarities he had himself cautioned against
deriving full conclusion from partially read texts.
Similarly, the cosmogony of the Upanishad (post Vedic) period of India is also
fascinating. In Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (6th Brahmana dated to 8th and 7th Century
BC), Yagnavalkya describes Universe to Gargi in the following terms (Max Muller,
1962; p 130):


Everything on earth is wrapped in water



Water is wrapped in air



Air is wrapped in sky



Sky is wrapped in the world of Gandharvas (planets?)



Worlds of Gandarvas is wrapped in Aditya (Sun)



The world of Sun is wrapped in the world of Chandra (Moon)



The world of Moon is wrapped in the world of Nakshatra



The world of Nakshatra is wrapped in the world of Deva‘s



The world of Deva‘s is enclosed in the world of Indra



The world of Indra is wrapped in the world of Prajapati



The world of Prajapati is wrapped in the world of Bramhana
Clearly, this is far more sophisticated than the poetic speculations of the Rig

Vedic period. Interestingly, only the placement of Moon beyond the sun is in error;
otherwise points 1 to 7 are fairly close to our present understanding! From points 8 to
11, we end up with a more metaphysical description of the Universe. The order is
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also instinctive rather than scientific and the last three levels – the world of Indra,
Prajapati and Bramhana, are really beyond physical description.
Kloetzli (1985) has discussed the Puranic cosmogony including the ideas that
the earth is surrounded by seven islands and seven seas.

Vishnu Purana‘s

formulation of the City of Bramha is at the universe.
4.3.1.2 Astronomy in Mahabharata
The great epic of Mahabharata has several interesting features. It is an epic of war
between brothers and as befitting an epic, it provides excellent details about the
astronomical knowledge of the period. Various claims have been made about the
astronomical references, some of which are either opinions or non sustainable.
Mahabharat is also known to have had many subsequent additions making any
analysis of the astronomical references controversial (cf. Murthy, 2003). With this
rider, we discuss the work of Iyengar (2003) and other such studies as indicators of
astronomical references in Mahabharata. We have already discussed the work of
Sule et al. (2007) suggesting that the Saptarshi Calendar suggests that Mahabharata
can be dated to around 1400 BC. Iyengar (2003, 2005, 2006) comes to the
conclusion that the war in the epic occurred between 1493 and 1443 BC.
4.1.3.3 Temple Architecture
One of the important aspects of this period is the mix of astronomy and religion in the
form of architecture. While megaliths of unknown use are known to exist in India
from prehistoric periods (see e.g. Moorty, 2003) an interesting off shoot of the work
in this period is the design of temples in a manner that is of significant astronomical
interest (see e.g. Kameshwar Rao, 2005). At least some of the Megaliths in Europe
are known to be of astronomical significance (Baity, 1973). It seems likely that these
megaliths soon acquired a ritualistic importance in the community. They could then
have acquired a central place in the life of the community, a place that was later
occupied by temples. Since, Indian temples are known to be constructed with a
certain amount of astronomical accuracy, this may well be a legacy of merger of
astronomical megaliths with place of ritualistic and religious focus. An exception to
this is the cave temples which have been used in some places.
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Temples are designed with two specific aspects in mind. Firstly, the central
idol itself and the entrance leading to it are oriented east – west. The light coming
from outside is collimated in such a way, that the idol is illuminated only on a specific
day. In more elaborately worked out temples, the outer pillars that support the temple
structure also cast their shadows at a specific location. Some of these important
pillars are also marked with astronomical signs (c.f. Shylaja, 2007).
4.1.3.4 The astronomy of Indus Culture
The earliest of civilisations of India is the Indus
culture. Harappan civilisation was spread over an
area of more than a million square kilometres
and at its peak boasted of more than a dozen
urban centres of population density more than 3
per m2 and more than 5,000 rural centres. It
evolved and merged and transformed over this
period (Gangal et al., 2010). It also went through
a complex evolutionary pattern (Vahia and
Yadav, 2010a). It was the most advanced preiron civilisation in the world.
However, due to an apparent discontinuity
between the Indus culture and the rise of second
Figure 12: Layout of the Great Hall at
Harappa (Wheeler, 1948)

urbanisation in India (see e.g. Wright, 2010;
Petraglia and Allchin, 2007) there is no clear

idea about the Indus astronomy. Even so, the Indus culture itself is very
sophisticated (Possehl, 2002, Lawrel, 2008) and hence may have had fairly
advanced astronomy. The Indus culture has several features unique to its period. Its
large population stayed in well-planned cities with streets of different width
depending on their importance, entrance gates, large central halls and other features
that are typically urban. Their of geometric precision can be gauged from the fact
that even on the scale of a city, the streets tended to be nearly orthogonal, in their
layout and along cardinal directions. At least one city, Mohenjo Daro was built on
fresh land which had been prepared and plans were probably finalised before the
town building was done (Possehl, 2002), including street layout, water and drainage
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systems. Hence, it was an urban civilisation by any standards. It was also known to
have had extensive maritime connections with the present West Asia, several
thousand kilometres away. At the peak of the civilisation (2500 to 1900 BC),
navigation was done largely by sea. It therefore seems highly unlikely that they did
not use astronomy as a travelling companion.
There have been speculations on Indus Astronomy. Parpola (1994, p 198 –
210) discusses the Vedic astronomy in light of Indus culture. He points out that
Nakshatras appear fully formulated in the 10th (and the most recent) book of Rig
Veda. The original texts that formed the Rig Veda are found in family (source) books
which are preserved by the various families of the priests who wrote the Rig Veda.
However, the Nakshatras appear directly in the Rig Veda without reference to it in
the earlier ‗family (source) books‘ of Rig Veda. Vedic literature has an elaborate
Luni-Solar calendar (and its synchronisation) is of no use to nomadic people but is
crucial for administration in cities. Time reckoning with 10,800 bricks to account for
10,800 moments in a year (360 days x 30 mahurats/ day) appears suddenly and fully
developed in Yajurveda. The date of Rig Veda (between 2000 to 1500 BC) is much
recent than some of the observations reported in it (see table 2 above). All this
indicates that Vedic Astronomy was far advanced for the semi nomadic Indo Iranians
who were the creators of the language (Sanskrit) that they brought from West Asia.
One more point is that while horses are central to the Vedic people, they are absent
in the design of Nakshatras indicating that they were designed by people other than
the Vedic people (Vahia, 2008).
Architecturally, one feature of interest in the Indus civilisation is the long
collimated structures to the left of the great circles (figure 6). While these have been
called Granaries by Wheeler (1948) recent studies of the sediments and the
reconstruction patterns of this region, shows that they were not granaries (see
Possehl 2002, pp103-104). These collimated structures, several tens of meters long
and several meters high, seem to point exactly north – south. It therefore seems that
this region of Harappa was designed for astronomical purpose, but this needs to be
established.
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Similarly, at Mohenjo Daro also the alignments of the structures have been in
cardinal directions. Wanzke (1984) discusses their orientations in detail and has
shown that they probably had astronomical significance.
Maula (1984) has looked at large stone donuts found at Mohejo Daro with
outer diameters of about 45 cm and thickness of the order of 26 cm. Looking at the
markings and other records, he suggests that they were designed to keep track of
solstices and equinoxes. These were especially necessary in Mohenjo Daro since
the distant landscape of Mohenjo Daro was featureless, unlike the distant landscape
in other sites which provided natural markers for various observations.
Hence, even though no exhaustive study of astronomy of the Indus people
exists, there is sufficient ground to be optimistic about this.
A well-established civilisation in fact is a complex structure and can take
astronomy to a level where it becomes far more exacting. It therefore seems that
Indus culture must have had strong astronomical traditions that need to be
systematically searched.
In the present study we evaluate the foundations of the nature of astronomical
observations and noting that would have interested them and are likely to be found in
their archaeological records.
Rising and setting dates of important stars
From rock art records dating back to several millennia, we know that humans noticed
the movement of Sun, Moon, Stars and planets very early and long before they
became civilisations. It is therefore a simple assumption that the Harappan
astronomers must have been ardent observers of the sky. They would need the sky
for the following reasons:
1) Calandrical purposes including prediction of seasons.
2) Directional and navigational purposes.
3) As an abode of gods, and possible astrological purposes.
4) As a fascinating object of study in its own right.
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They would therefore have had star names, constellation names and possible names
for zodiac as well Lunar Mansions. We however have no idea whether their
astronomy was based on the sun, the moon or the stars. There is substantial
evidence that the Harappans traded with the West Asians. The constellations, as we
know them today, were formalised in Mesopotamia around 3000 BC, a few centuries
before Harappan civilisation and hence it can be assumed that they also used the
same constellation patterns. However, Lunar Mansions do not appear in West Asia
and this idea has been borrowed from the subcontinent and incorporated much later
which itself is indicative of it being an external and most probably a Harappan
Influence ( see e.g. Vahia, 2008).
Harappans would also have marked the rising and setting locations of various
stars and their relation to seasons and to calendar. In table 9 we have given the
rising location of 25 brightest stars in the night sky as seen from the longitude of New
Delhi in 2500 BC (taken from Skymap Pro 11). In table 9 below, we give a list of
important constellations that would have been very attractive in that period. Note that
Harappans may not have used the same star patterns.
Note that the list excludes stars from some very conspicuous constellations
such as Ursa Major (Saptarshi) since none of the stars in these constellations are
very bright. Equally important, the present Pole Star was very far from the north due
to precession (for a detailed discussion on this, see below). Thuban was probably
the closest, having been exactly at the pole in 2787 BC. Therefore it would not have
been easy to align their observatories to the north and they could have built their
cities aligned to Thuban assuming it to be the Pole star. This may explain why the
Harappan Cities are aligned at a small angle off to the North. In table 2, we give the
angle of Thuban from North as a function of time.
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Table 9: Rising and setting of the brightest 25 stars
Name

Scie.
name

α
CMa

Mag

Rise date

Set Date

At sunset
7.30 pm
DOY
Date

At Sunrise
6.30 am
DOY
Date

At sunset
7.30 pm
DOY
Date

Rise
Set
locn
locn
degrees from North

At sunrise
6.30 am
DO
Date
Y
June
15
166

Nov 29

333

Nov 19

323

May 4

124

112

247

Aug 15

227

Jan 29

29

Oct 31

304

April 13

103

165

200

Oct 20

293

April 5

95

Feb 27

58

Aug 12

224

135

225

Nov 14

318

April 28

118

Jul 12

193

Dec 27

361

42

320

Aug 18

230

Feb 3

34

Apr 23

113

Oct 6

279

36

322

1

Sirius

2

α Car

3

Canopus
Rigel
Kentaurus

4

Vega

α Lyre

5

Arcturus

α Boo

1.09
0.62
0.01
0.05
0.05

6

Betelgeuse

α Ori

0.00

May 15

135

Oct 29

302

Nov 7

311

April 23

113

100

263

7

Capella

α Aur

0.08

April 2

92

Sept 17

260

Nov 4

308

April 20

110

58

305

8

Rigel

Β Ori

0.17

May 23

143

Nov 5

309

Oct 23

296

April 7

97

115

245

9
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7
1
8
1
9
2
0
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
5

Procyon

α CMi

0.4

June 5

156

Nov 17

321

Dec 7

341

May 23

143

82

278

Achernar

α Eri

82

Feb 17

48

α Cen

0.46

Circumpolar to South Pole not visible at Harappa

Hadar

Β Cen

0.61

Oct 8

281

March
23

Aldebaran

α Tau

0.75

April 22

112

Oct 5

278

Oct 18

Altair

α Aql

0.76

342

α Cru

0.76

269

May 24
March
12

144

Acrux

Dec 8
Sept
26

71

Spica

α Vir

0.95

Aug 27

239

Feb 11

Antares

α Sco

0.96

Oct 20

293

Pollux

Β Gem

1.16

May 14

Fomalhaut

α PsA

1.16

Deneb

α Cyg

1.25

Becrux

Β Cru

1.25

Regulus

α Leo

Adhara

214

135

225

291

Aug 2
March
31

90

93

268

June 18

169

Dec 2

336

78

282

30

Jul 17

198

137

225

42

30 Jan
March
11

70

Aug 24

236

75

285

April 4

94

April 12

102

Sept 25

268

97

262

134

Oct 28

301

Dec 11

345

May 26

146

62

295

Feb 13

44

Aug 1

213

Jun 7

158

Nov 22

326

145

218

354

157

Aug 5

217

Jan 18

18

45

312

267

June 6
March
10

69

Feb 6

37

July 22

203

132

230

1.36

Dec 20
Sept
24
June
25

176

Dec 9

343

Jan 20

20

Jul 6

187

62

295

ε CMa

1.5

July 3

184

Dec 16

350

Nov 20

324

May 6

126

130

230

Castor

α Gem

1.57

127

Oct 21

294

Dec 8

342

May 24

144

59

302

Gacruz

γ Cru

1.63

May 7
Sept
20

263

March 4

63

Feb 5

36

Jul 21

202

135

230

Shaula

λ Sco

1.63

Nov 7

311

April 23

113

Sept 27

270

115

248

April 13

103

Table 10: Distance of Thuban from North
No

Year (BC)

Thuban‘s angle from exact north

(note that actual movement is much higher)
1

3000

1.7 deg West of North

2

2750

0.2 deg East of North

3

2500

1.8 deg East of North

4

2250

3.4 deg East of North

5

2000

4.8 deg East of North
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Eclipse observations
The last important aspect of the Harappan Civilisation is the eclipses. In table 3, we
have plotted all the records of eclipses that would have been visible in the Harappan
region along with the maximum of eclipse that would be visible.
Table 11: Solar Eclipses
Calendar date
Yr (BC)

Time of Greatest
Eclipse

Month

1

1998

6

2

1996

3

1988

4

Eclipse
type

Day

Sun
altitude
Degrees

Path
width
Km

Percentage At
Harappa

1

18:09:16

T

60

111

75

10

4

23:23:37

T

59

101

100

5

11

23:28:58

A

84

126

100

1958

4

10

18:45:52

T

48

206

85

5

1949

4

1

18:33:43

T

49

248

100

6

1948

9

14

00:12:27

A

87

231

15

7

1937

8

14

17:09:41

T

85

190

60

8

1934

6

13

18:42:52

A

69

173

100

9
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7
1
8
1
9
2
0
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
5

1926

7

14

22:44:43

H

77

28

75

1918

2

18

18:29:52

A

21

755

75

1915

12

7

20:35:33

T

31

121

75

1911

9

24

21:33:45

A

44

73

30

1906

11

28

18:58:47

H

58

38

60

1904

5

12

16:35:44

T

63

223

30

1891

2

19

20:35:10

A

50

318

85

1876

5

3

17:23:23

T

79

251

15

1872

8

15

21:02:20

A

86

40

75

1861

7

15

21:24:00

A

85

180

50

1860

1

9

22:23:09

T

33

112

30

1857

10

27

22:54:36

A

46

51

100

1848

10

17

20:46:35

H

44

29

50

1846

4

2

21:21:37

A

48

274

35

1837

3

24

17:00:38

A

34

369

80

1832

6

24

21:59:15

T

81

226

75

1807

8

16

18:27:18

A

85

192

85

Harappan and the Worship of Swati (Arcturus, α Bootis) and Abhijit (Vega)?
We try to identify the stars most likely to be considered important by the Harappans.
We assume that being predominantly an agricultural economy, monsoons would
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have played an important role for them and the stars indicating arrival of monsoon
would be particularly important. In table 10 below we list all stars that arise in the Feb
to April period in Harappa since the monsoon arrives in March (table 12).
Table 12: Rise and set time of select stars that rise close to sunset around Monsoon
season.
No in
Tabl
e1

Name

Scientific
name

1

3

Alpha Cen

2

4

Rigel
Kentaurus
Vega

3

5

4

Magnit
ude

Rise date

Set Date

Rise
Set
locn
locn
degrees from
North

No of days in
Night
sky

Not
visible

135

225

130

235

At
sunset
7.30
pm
Apr5

At
Sunrise
6.30 am

-0.01

At
sunrise
6.30
am
Oct 20

Feb 27

At
sunset
7.30
pm
Aug 12

Alpha Lyre

-0.05

Nov 14

Apr 28

Jul 12

Dec 27

42

320

240

125

Arcturus

Alpha Boo

-0.05

Aug 18

Feb 3

Apr 23

Oct 6

36

322

245

120

11

Hadar

0.61

Oct 8

Mar 23

Feb 17

Aug 2

135

225

132

233

5

14

Acrux

Beta
Centauri
Alpha Cru

0.76

Sep 26

Mar 12

Jan 30

Jul 17

137

225

127

238

6

15

Spica

Alpha Vir

0.95

Aug 27

Feb 11

Mar 11

Aug 24

75

285

194

171

7

16

Antares

Alpha Sco

0.96

Oct 20

Apr 4

Apr 12

97

262

174

191

8

20

Becrux

Beta Cru

1.25

Sep 24

Mar 10

Feb 6

Sept
25
July 22

132

230

135

230

9

24

Gacruz

Gamma Cru

1.63

Sep 20

Mar 4

Feb 5

Jul 21

135

230

138

227

10

25

Shaula

Lambda
Sco

1.63

Nov 7

Apr 23

Apr 13

Sept
27

115

248

157

208

As seen in the table, only 2 of these stars are northern stars (rising angle less than
90 degrees) while 8 stars arise in the southern sky. We make a weak assumption
that the Harappans preferred the northern sky. We present two arguments to
suggest this.
1) Harappans traded predominantly with northern latitude places
2) They were ignorant of, and probably apprehensive of what lay in the south.
3) The northern sky, with only 2 stars was less cluttered than the southern sky
where Orion group of constellations were also present along with the brightest
part of the Milky Way Galaxy.
We therefore suggest that the Harappans are likely to be have been worshipers
of Arcturus (α Bootis) or Swati which would have been moved to Vega (Abhijit) at a
later period since they both have a similar motion but Vega lags behind by a couple
of months which would create a confusion to people reading the literature a few
centuries down the line. We choose Arcturus over Vega since Vega would probably
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arise slightly after the monsoon started (in 2500 BC) and Swati was also a Nakshatra
from which moon passed.
Hence, at the time of arrival of monsoon or a little before that, Arcturus or Swati
(α Bootis) would have arisen in the eastern horizon at sunset after being absent from
the sky for approximately 117 days. When it disappeared over the western horizon
(Rising with the Sunrise) in August, the winter would also be coming to an end
indicating that the entire creative season was over and the hot summer lay ahead.
We give two additional justifications for this suggestion. In figure 5 and 6, we
show the northern and the southern sky at the beginning of monsoon in 2500 BC.

Figure 13: Northern sky at the time of monsoon in Harappa
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Figure 14: Southtern sky at the beginning of monsoon in 2500 BC

As can be seen, the northern sky is relatively uncluttered and has an excellent
collection of identifiable stars which would make the tracking easier and unique. The
southern sky on the other hand is far more cluttered, even though it has some
important star clusters. Also, Arcturus, is so placed in the sky that it is easy to keep a
track of. Note that at this time the Saptarshi would be parallel to the horizon.

There is a famous seal (figure 14) which depicts a series of images that look
similar to some of the constellations.

Figure 15: A Harappan seal with possibly astronomical images. (Image from Harappa.com)

If we assume that Arcturus is indeed the star that they worshipped then the
entire imagery can be correlated to the brightest stars in the sky at the time of
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monsoon. This is shown in figure 15. As can be seen from the image it is very likely
that the images marked in oval shape in both these objects are correlated.

Figure 16: Association of the Harappan seal with the Night sky at sunset at the onset of Monsoon

As a last piece of evidence, we discuss an unusual archaeological monument in
Dholavira. It is a figure in a figure of ‗8‘ (see figure 9). It is a late Harappan structure
that is too small to be of use as residence. Its use therefore is unknown. However,
looking out from inside the structure, it points to a direction 34 o west of north. This is
exactly a location at which both Arcturus and Vega would set. We therefore suggest
that this structure was used to identify the location and time of setting of these
important stars.

Figure 17: : An unusual structure at Dholavira
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Based on the astronomical considerations we argue that in the early part of the peak
of Harappan Civilisation, they must have been worshippers of Arckturus (Swati) and
would have had to switch to Vega (Abhijit) in the later period. We put forward the
following arguments for the same:
1) We show that the month of March would have been crucial to them as it would
have been the monsoon months for them. At that time, at the time of Sunset,
in the less cluttered northern sky, Arckturus would have been the most visible,
non circumpolar star making it a good evening star. Sirius would have just
begun to set.
2) We suggest that the Harappans remained preoccupied with the northern sky
since they were predominantly involved with West Asia and north west part of
the Indian subcontinent and hence southern sky would not have been
uniformly visible from all these region.
3) Vega would be the evening star a few weeks later. Hence due to precession
when the Monsoon shifted to April, Vega would be the evening star at the
beginning of the monsoon.
4) At that time, in the northern hemisphere, Saptarshi would have been
horizontal and parallel to the ground while a handful of other stars would also
be visible allowing pattern drawing to aid memory.
5) This explanation is consistent with supposedly astronomical seal found in
Harappa where 7 identical images are shown at the bottom and other animal
figures at the top.
6) It is also consistent with a late Harappan structure at Dholavira, which is too
small to be of residential use and seems to be made for ceremonial purpose,
points to the setting point of Vega.
4.1.3.5 Jaina Astronomy
One of the important collections of astronomical ideas in this period is in the form of
Jain astronomical text Suryaprajnapti. Jain sect arose in India in the first millennium
BC as a revivalist movement in India and even today is a separate religion with a lot
of commonality with Hinduism. Suryaprajnapti is divided into 20 books and is
completely free of Greek influence which comes to India in the first millennium of the
Common Era.
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Sen (2009) has discussed various aspects of Jain astronomy. We summarise
from his work. Jain astronomy consists of two Suns, Moons and two sets of
nakshatras. This becomes essential since in the Jain cosmogony, the Earth is a
series of flat concentric rings of land masses separated by concentric ocean rings.
The central circle is the Jambudvipa (Jambu island) with Mount Meru in the centre.
Mount Meru is the axis along with the Celestial sphere (Earth) rotates. Jambudvipa is
encircled by an ocean of salt. Beyond this lies Dhatuki Dvipa encircled by the black
ocean Kalodadhi and beyond that is Pushkara Dvipa rimmed by impassable
mountain range of Manusottara Parvata. Bharatavarsha or India occupies the
southern post part of the Jambudvipa. The sun, moon and the stars are assumed to
move in circles parallel to the earth‘s surface with Mount Meru as the centre.
Jambudvipa is divided into 4 quarters and four directions. The Sun should make day
in succession of the regions South, West, North and East of Meru, and its diurnal
orbit is also divided into four quarters. Since the average length of a day is 12 hours,
the same sun, after making day over Bharatavarsha in the southern quarter cannot
reappear the following morning as it still has to travel 3 quarters (36 hours) to travel.
To overcome this problem, two Suns, Moons and 2 sets of constellations are
envisaged (Sen, 2009).
4.1.3.6 Expanding time scales
In section 4.1.2.1 we discussed the concept of Yuga that was used to synchronise
the solar and lunar calendars. Over a period of time, astronomers began to realise
that the synchronisation was not perfect and larger and larger time scales were
envisioned. Kaye (1998: 26 and 60) had listed the expanding time scales. We
reproduce them below in table 3.
Table 13: Duration of longest time interval envisaged
Document
Rig Veda
Atharva Veda
Brahmanas
Mahabharata
Vedanga Jyotisa,
Pitamaha Siddhanta,
Suryaprajnapti, Kautilya‘s
Arthashastra
Romaka Siddhanta

Referred time period
th
360 days of 12 months with a possible reference to 13 month as
intercalary month
Thirteen months of 30 days
Thirteen months of 35 days and one of 36 days
5 year cycle
Yuga of 5 years consisting 1830 days of Samvatsara, Parivatsara,
Idavatsara, Anuvatsara and Idvatsara. Two intercalary months are
added in 1 Yuga
A cycle of 2850 years or 1,040,593 days which reduces to 19
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Surya Siddhanta I (500 AD)
Surya Siddhanta II (1000 AD)
Aryabhatta (500 AD)
Brahmagupta (600 AD)

years and 6,940 days (compared to Metonic Cycle of 19 years and
6,940 days)
A cycle of 180,000 years or 65,746,575 days
A cycle of 1,080,0000 years or 493,479,457 days
A cycle of 4,320,000 years or 1,577,917,828 days
4 yugas of 4 equal periods of 1,080,000 years
4 Yugas
Krita - 1,728,000 (Oldest)
Treta – 1,296,000
Dvapara – 864,000
Kali – 432,000 (Latest)

4.1.3.7 The Dashavatar
One of the interesting concepts of evolution in Vishnu Purana are the Dashavtars of
Vishnu. Dated between 1st century BC and 1st Century AD, the Purana discusses the
10 avtaras as given in table 14. It is interesting that the first three of these are fish,
turtle and boar, the fourth part is human and the fifth to ninth parts are human forms.
The sequencing of the three from water to earth runs parallel to our formal
understanding of the evolution of life. While there are several crucial gaps - insects
and birds are missing in the sequencing - the idea that life comes from water to land
indicates that the authors seem to have had an ambivalent feel of life arising from
the seas and coming on the earth through a reptilian phase.
Table 14: Dashavtar
No Name
Discretion
1
Matsya
Fish
2
Kurma
Tortoise
3
Varaha
Boar
4
Narasimha
Man-Lion
5
Vamana
Dwarf
6
Parashurama Warrior Bramhin
7
Rama
Prince and king of Ayodhya
8
Krishna
God incarnate in
Mahabharata
9
Budha
The 9th Incarnation of
Vishnu
10 Kalki
The Destroyer of foulness

Period
Satya Yuga.
Satya Yuga.
Satya Yuga.
Satya Yuga.
Treta Yuga.
Treta Yug.
Treta Yuga.
Dwapara Yuga.
Kali Yuga
expected at the end of Kali
Yuga/

4.1.3.8 Panchanga
Panchanga or Indian Almanac is the backbone of Indian astronomy, astrology and
calendar and is commonly used in India today. While each maker of the Panchanga
keeps his method of calculation a closely guarded secret they all claim to use
Aryabhata‘s work or Suryasiddhanta or Karana method (Subbarayappa, 2008: 203 –
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234; see also Sewell and Dixit and Swell, 1995). By definition Panchanga means 5
(pancha) elements. These are the list of tithis (the lunar mansion of the moon at any
time or lunar day), nakshtra (asterism), vara (solar day of the week), karana (a
parameter related to tithi) and yoga (related to the longitude of the Sun and the
Moon). Its earliest calculations are available in Vedanga Jyotisha (1200 BC) with
later refinements added over the next 2000 years and more. Since all the festivals in
Hinduism are based on lunar calendar or Tithi (Subbarayappa, 2008: 260-278)
Panchanga plays a very important role in the daily lives of the Hindus even today.
More

modern

calculations

use

the

Grahalaghavam

of

Ganesha

Daivjna

(Balachandra Rao and Uma, 2006).
4.1.3.9 Infinities
One of the most fascinating aspects of Indian mathematics is the play with large
numbers and infinities. From the beginning, Indian philosophers have speculated on
infinities. The Idea of infinity seems to have so fascinated the philosophers from
early period that there is a variety in infinities found in the literature. There are at
least 12 different kinds of infinities§§§:
1. Numbers: This idea arises in terms of the amount of wealth which is defined as
the incomprehensible large number of cows etc.
2. Time: Time has a beginning when Bramhan created the universe out of pure
thought. However, it then becomes periodic with Yuga‘s and maha-yugas which
are cyclic but there is no end of time (see table 3).
3. Time in infinity and interpolation: There is another set of ideas of relative time in
terms of human time, time looping as an illusion etc. However, even within this,
time loops do not violate causality. There is one particular story in Vishu Puran
where the Great God Vishnu is travelling with his friend Narada. At some stage
Vishnu sends Narada to fetch water for him. Narada goes to the well, falls in love
with a maiden who happens to be there at that time, marries her, has children
and lives through all the tabulations of life and at the end of a long life returns to
Vishnu who reprimands him for taking 5 minutes to fetch a bit of water!

§§§

The only exception to this idea is the idea of self re-generation and mutual support of the Gods
who regenerate each other. Here the time sequencing and causality are not obeyed (see e.g.
Doniger, 2009, p 101)
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4. Space: Space is defined to be infinite in early literature but that is without relation
to the cosmos. It is a flat long world and the cosmos is taken as another entity in
the early literature.
5. Cosmos: In later literature the idea of infinity of space is extended to cosmos and
its layered structure.
6. Duration of ‗life‘: This idea arises in the form of rebirth and related ideas and
eventually the goal of life is defined in terms of working to end this eternal cycle
of birth and death through living life according to Dharma.
7. Number of gods: There are infinite Gods and whenever a specific God is
worshiped all important virtues and names are assigned to that god.
8. Meditation: Meditation is supposed to provide us internal knowledge of mind and
soul which is essentially infinitely deep.
9. Ideas: With infinite number of Gods, everything from atheism to agnosticism is a
part of religious thought.
10. Size scales: From infinity to infinitesimal, - from infinitely large to infinitely small.
11. Brahman: Brahman is essentially abstract and infinite – only he existed when
even time did not!
12. Knowledge: By definition of knowledge is infinite and unbounded.
In the Indian philosophy infinity is also called complete or the true whole (Purna) and
the ultimate purpose of life is to merge the completeness of one‘s soul wit h the
completeness of the infinite god. It is a profound idea in that, finite is neither
complete, nor ideal nor Brahman. Only infinite can be complete. This is in contrast
to the Greeks who abhorred infinity and thought that the geometry of circle is perfect.
Yet the philosophy also accepts that all that is physical (including gods) have limited
time! Gods too are born (see for example the Nasadiya Sukta Verse quoted earlier).
They too have finite lives that are made infinite through various means. By
definitions, Brahman is truth and knowledge is infinite.
This play of infinity that is not linear in the sense that it can loop within itself
and the relative movement of time and depth is a highly individual perception runs
through all the philosophical discourses even today.
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4.1.4 Technology based phase
Modern astronomy has an equal component of astronomy and a large number of
fields, which are integrated into a broad field of study. The first field to be integrated
is mathematics where astronomers attempt to make accurate measurements of
planetary motion, movement of equinoxes etc. The next field to be integrated is
physics where real or imagined properties are attached to all beings, including the
ones in heavens and attempts are made to create a physical view of the Universe.
Astrology also becomes important at this stage. There are some excellent reviews of
astronomy (see e.g. Narkikar, 2009, Subbarayappa, 2008, Kochhar, 1999, p 177)
and other sciences in this period and we will only discuss this in a broader
perspective.
Once a civilisation grows beyond a certain level of sophistication, a culture
begins to specialise in tasks and not everyone will be required to be proficient in all
aspects of life. This translates into specialised education programme that come in a
variety of forms. However, a common feature of most of these is the state patronage.
Depending on the capability, development of astronomy will be driven by
mathematical and technological developments. Interaction with neighbouring
cultures can also spur the growth. From here on, the growth of astronomy follows the
same growth plan as the rest of the society.
In the Indian context, this phase begins around 500 AD with the advent of
Siddhantic (mathematical or computational) astronomy and great astronomers like
Aryabhata. It also has a strong influence of Greek astronomy. Pre-occupation of
Indian astronomers for the next millennium was calculation of geocentric planetary
orbits and development of algorithms for solving mathematical equations arising in
the process with instrumentation and observation playing a secondary role to
computations (Abraham et al., 2008, Kochhar and Narlikar, 1995).
With the advent of formal and large-scale education and specialised teachers
for example, the requirements for a good astronomer become stringent. They are
defined in Brihad Samhita of Varahamihira (505 AD) and is given in Appendix 1
(Subbarayappa and Sarma, 1985, p 10).
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This phase includes speculations on Geocentric world with concentric circles
of movement to account for retrograde motion of planets (Sen, 2009), empirical
calculations of eclipses, auspicious periods etc. These aspects of Indian Astronomy
are very well documented in a large number of publications and we avoid repeating
them here. Interested readers are referred to Bose, Sen and Subbarayappa (2009),
Subbarayappa (2007), Subbarayappa and Sarma (1985), Sewell and Dikshit (1995)
on Indian Calendar and Balachandra Rao (2008), Balachandra Rao and Venugopal
(2008, 2009) on classical methods of calculating eclipses and transits.
One of the important aspects of this stage of astronomy is the interaction
between the Indian scientific traditions in general with the Arabic tradition. We refer
the interested readers to Subbarayappa (2008: 345-443) Narlikar (2009) and
Ifrah(1981).
4.1.4.1 Evolution of ideas
There are many myths and stories that evolve and the meanings assigned to them
change with time to incorporate new ideas. For example, in the early mythologies,
the eclipses are caused by the daemons Rahu and Ketu trying to eat up the Sun
and the Moon respectively (Kaye, 1998: 35-36). They are defined as one of the
navagrahas (nine planets) with negative connotation since they are dark. In Puranas
the story then evolves along the line of a demon who manages to get the Devine
Nectar during the Samudramanthan. His head is then cut and the head and the
body then go hunting for the Sun and the Moon. Once the mathematics of the
eclipses is known, Rahu and Ketu are defined as the two points on the Earth Sun
line. Rahu is referred to as the ascending node of the orbits of Sun and the Moon
and Ketu is known as the descending node of the orbits of Sun and Moon. They are
called pseudo planets and their equations of motion are calculated. When Sun and
Moon both approach them, an eclipse occurs and the equations are solved to
determine the times of eclipses in the period of Aryabhatta and beyond
(Balachandra Rao, 2008).
4.1.4.2 Time units
Similarly, the idea of time undergoes significant changes. We have already given
the philosophical ideas about time in section 4.1.2. The Vedas define 12 months of
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Luni – Solar calendar and the fact that there is a discrepancy of seasons and the 12
Lunar months. They therefore propose the idea of intercalary months (two every five
years) to resynchronise the two. In Vedanga Jyotisha, that gives the astronomical
aspects of the Vedas, they define (see Subbarayappa and Sarma, 1985, footnote on
p 51) 5 solar years as 1 Yuga, 366 day or 12 solar months as one year, 30
mahuratas as 1 day (i.e. 1 mahurata is 48 min), 2 nadikas as 1 mahurata (i.e. 1
nadika is 24 minutes), 201/20 kala as 1 nadika (1 kala is therefore 2.4 min) and the
kala itself is divided so that 124 kasthas (about 1.1 sec) make a kala and 5
gurvaksaras or 10 matras (0.1 sec) as 1 kasthas. However, while these ultrafine
steps of time are defined, there is no clarity on how to measure such fine time steps
or their utilities. Most of the activities stop at a nadika, that is 24 minute, though time
up to kastha could be measured simply by heartbeat or even recitation of verses of
fixed length.
By the time of Vateswara (904 AD, see Subbarayappa and Sarma footnote on
page 53 and page 313 for period of Vateswara) the time division had the following
stretch: 100 years of Bramha is his life span. 1 year of Bramha is 725,760 human
yugas and 1 yuga is 4,320,000 human years. On the lower side, we have 2.5
kusthas or asu make 1 as or 4 seconds (time taken to complete one breath) 1
kastha itself is the time taken to recite 4 long syllables, 1 nimesa is the time taken
for the eye to twinkle and that 4.5 nimesa equals 1 long syllable or ¼ of a kastha.
Nimesa itself is divided into 100 lavas and 1 lava is divided ton 100 trutis and 1 truti
is defined as the lotus pricking time! While some ideas about the time units are
given, they seem to have been designed more for the pleasure of defining them
rather than using them for any purpose.
However, the same Vateswara (ibid) clarifies that there are 9 time reckonings
(table 4).
Table 14: Time Reckoning
Reckoning
Sidereal
Lunar
Solar
Civil
Brahma
Jovian
Paternal (Manes)
Divine
Demoniacal

Unit Used
Sidereal day
Lunar month
Solar year
Civil day
Day of Brahma
Jovian year
Day of Manes
Day of gods
Day of demons

Definition
One star rise to the next
One new moon to next
Period of one solar revolution
One sunrise to next
Period of 2 kalpas or 2016 yugas
Period of Jupiter‘s motion through a zodiacal sign
One lunar month
One solar year
One solar year
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The concept of Yuga is also a complex one that has been significantly modified over
time. Indeed, the word Yuga itself has three different meanings (Kochhar, 2007). In
Vedic period, it is used for constructing cosmic chronology while in mathematical
astronomy it has been applied to calculate planetary periods. In Puranic period, the
word Yuga is employed in terms of human period. Even when assigned time, its
duration varies from 5 years in the Vedic literature to several millions of years in
later literature (see e.g. Sule et al., 2008).
4.1.4.3. Numbers
As we have seen earlier, Indians loved large numbers and even the earliest verses
in Rig Veda ask for blessings of countless number of cows etc and the numbers
were expressed in powers of ten (cf. Sen 2009). In Taitreya Upanishad itself
numbers as large as 1012 can be found.
Since most of the ancient literature was composed for oral transmission which
has to be error resistant, the rendering of numbers in the ancient Indian system is
very complex. Essentially the numbers were rendered with words and some specific
words were used to display numbers. The purpose of this was to keep the verses
internally rhyming to facilitate their oral transmission. This technique ensured that the
narration had a simple meter length for its rendition and also some ruggedness
against copying errors (Subbrayappa 2008: 10-13). Primary coding systems were
Bhuta Sankhya which used synonyms of sky for 0, Earth and Moon for 1, eyes for 2,
fire and worlds for 3, ocean for 4, arrow for 5, horse and mountain for 7, serpent for
8, Shiva (one of the ancient trinity of Gods) for 11, Sun for 12, and gods for 33.
Aryabhatta (500 AD) adopted a moe complex method of expressing numbers with
consonants and vowels based on decimal place value system. The most common of
the number systems was the Katapayadi System. Under this scheme, each set of
consonants were assigned a specific number and large numbers were coded by
creating words using appropriate consonants and vowels (which had no numeric
value) to create a stanza that was easy to memorise and reasonably error free.
The numbers 12, 60 and 360 have astronomical significance. It starts with 12
months a year and hence a movement of 1/12 of sky (by Sun) in 1 month. Sixty
Nadikas make a day and 12 civil days make a year. To avoid fractions divide the sky
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into 360 deg (12 × 30) so that Sun moves 1 unit per day. That is how circle gets
divided into 360 deg.
These numbers form the basic units of time and could be astronomical in
origin. Also, some of the ancient civilizations used 60 as their base for number
system (sexagesimal system), say for example Babylonian. The selection of 60 over
other numbers again (as generally believed) could have been to make the
calculations etc. easier, as 60 has about 10 integral factors, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15,
20 and 30 i.e. more factors than any other number of comparable size. Thus, we
have the division of hours into 60 minutes, minute into sixty seconds, circle into 360
degrees, each of 60 minutes (each minute of 60 arc seconds) and so on.
An excellent review of Indian number system and its role in the worldwide
evolution of mathematics is given by Ifran (1981).
4.1.4.4 Time measurement
Time measurement is an important concept. However, in ancient Indian literature,
while time units of various kinds have been mentioned, their process of
measurements are not clear. It often includes human units such as breathing in or
the wink of an eye. Even so, Kave(1998: 67) has discussed various time measuring
devices. These include water clock (clepsydra) discussed in Vedanga Jyotisa with a
time unit of 24 minutes (1 nadika). A gnomon is of course a natural unit of time
measure but its extension into a formal Sun dial is discussed only in the
Panchasiddhantika dated to after 500 AD. Other instruments such as astrolabe etc.
come with Arab influence much later. Surya Siddhanta also discusses armillary
sphere.
4.1.4.5 The drive of technology
Another feature of this period is the
build up of large structures to study
astronomy. A refined version of
original megalithic structures now
appear as large observatories which
attempt
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Figure 18: Jantar Mantar, New Delhi an astronomical observatory

to

measure

stellar

parameters and their variations with great accuracy. In India, these are called Jantar
Mantars and one of the finest examples is in Delhi (figure 9). It was built between
1724 and 1727 Figure 19: AD and its primary purpose was to measure stellar
parameters. However, by this period, telescopes had been invented and were in
regular use. The period of telescopic astronomy is so well documented that we shall
not discuss it here.
4.1.4.6 Navigational astronomy
One of the biggest uses of astronomy is in
navigation. In the Indian context, astronomy has
been regularly used for navigation and excellent
details of use of astronomy from 14th century for
maritime purpose are available (Arunachalam,
2002). With
Figure 20: Sky chart used by Indian
fishermen

this exhaustive

study,

he

has

discussed the astronomical tools and methods
used by Indian fishermen. The sea farers along

the west coast of India typically made use of a chart of the rising and setting point of
various constellations (figure 10) drawn as per their personal preferences. To reach
any other port, they would then follow rising or setting location of a particular
constellation for a certain period and then turn towards another constellation. In
order to determine that they were moving as per the needs, they used simple,
knotted floatation devices and other tools.
4.1.4.7 Record of Eclipses, comets and supernovae
The oldest mention of the eclipse can be found in Rig Veda itself. However, serious
attempts to predict and systematically study eclipses begis only around the time of
Aryabhatta. Subbarayappa (2008: 159-1175) has catalogued 358 Eclipses between
440 AD and 1900 AD from various sources.
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No of eclipses reported in 5 years

Eclipses in Indian Literature
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Data from Subbarayappa, 2008

Figure 21: Number of Eclipses reported in a 5 year period from 440 AD to 1850 AD

Various predictive methods have been used. In particular the concept of Rahu and
Ketu is invoked. In the original mythology, these are two demons trying to eat up Sun
and Moon. Aryabhata is the first one to explicitly state that the eclipses occur due to
the shadow of the Earth or the Moon that falls on the other object (Subbarayappa,
2008: 145) From the time of Aryabhata (500 AD), Rahu corresponds to the
ascending node and Ketu the descending node of the Ecliptic. The calculations
therefore involve calculating the proximity of the Sun and Moons shadow to this point
and when the two merge, eclipse is expected. The size of the shadow is calculated
by triangulation using the angular sizes of various objects.

(see also,

Balachandrarao, 2008 for details of the method).
Narlikar and Bhate (2001) have searched for references to Crab Supernova in
ancient Indian literature but have not been able to establish its reference.
4.1.5 Telescope based astronomy
With the advent of telescopes, photographic techniques, electronic detectors and
multi-wavelength astronomy the subject looks almost unrecognisable from its roots.
Today India has the world‘s largest meterwave radio telescope, the Giant Meterwave
Radio Telescope, several satellite based experiments in optical as well as in
Ultraviolet, X – ray and γ – rays as well as good ground based and underground
observatories. It also has several excellent theoretical astrophysicists working in
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various institutions in India. A good summary of growth of modern astronomy in India
can be found in Narlikar and Kochhar (2009) and Sreekantan (2009).

The emphasis of astronomical growth in India for the past 150 years has been
varied. The observatory at Chennai was initially set up to aid in the survey of the
subcontinent, map the sky in mid latitudes that are not accessible from Europe,
monitor seasons and seasonal changes and study eclipses. However, once
established, the programme took a life of its own and India now has more than 150
years of continuous observations of the Sun and amongst the several studies, the
Evershed Effect was reported by Evershed from observations in Kodaikal. Since
then, gradually India has built up on its astronomical observational and theoretical
skills and today boasts the world‘s largest Meterwave astronomical telescope called
the Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope (GMRT). It has an active space astronomy
programme and several high altitude optical telescopes and one lake-side solar
telescope. Together they provide an excellent set of facilities and a pool of
theoretical astrophysicists to pursue research.
5. Summary
Through the human history, astronomy has evolved in a gradual manner. Starting
with the first attempts to understand the Sun, Moon and their relation to human life,
the journey to telescope and satellite based astronomy has been a long and difficult
one. In the present paper, we have attempted to trace this growth dividing the
different stages into distinctly identifiable phases. Using examples from India, we
have tried to illustrate the various phases. However, the formulation is general
enough to be applicable over a wide variety of cultures.
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Appendix 1
Myths of India
Here we will explore the complex relation between not just myths and astronomy but
also between astronomy and the continuing human struggle to define themselves
and to understand the complex set-up of heavenly beauty.
At the roots of India is a religion that we call Hinduism. The word Hinduism,
means the religion of the people from the land of Indus. But the religion itself is as
diverse and varied and indeed as evolving as the idea of India itself. It is therefore
not surprising that the attitude of Indians towards the heavens and their cosmogony
have also evolved and mythological stories have been rendered, reinterpreted and
re-ordered. Here we briefly discuss some of the most common aspects of the
relation of people of the subcontinent with the heavens.
Hinduism is renowned for an infinite number of gods. However, at a
fundamental level lies the great formless god often referred to as Bramhan. He is all
pervading and all creation arose from his pure thought. After creating the universe,
he felt lonely. Hence, he created life and the living, and in particular the male –
female dichotomy. However, this formless one is not worshipped. Below him are the
trinity of gods called Bramha, Vishnu and Mahesh or Shiva. Bramha is the creator
and often confused with the Great Bramhan. Vishnu is the preserver and often
comes to the earth in human form to assist humans. Vishnu has had nine
incarnations and the tenth (and last) incarnation is yet to come. These are: Matsya
(fish form), Kurma (Tortoise form), Varaha (boar form), Narasimha (in the form of half
lion, half man), Vamana (dwarf form), Parasurama (human form), Rama (human
form), Krishna (human form), Buddha (human form) and the tenth Kalki (the
destroyer feminine) who is yet to come). Each has a mythological story associated
with it but we shall not deal with them here since they are not related to astronomy.
Shiva is a complex but destructive god. He is an intellectual amongst gods, an
excellent dancer and fond of long stretches of meditative isolation. He is also
worshipped in the abstract form of ‗linga‘ a symbol of his penis. Below them is the
entire plethora of other Gods connected to each other in many ways.
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In its original format, the world is run by a tripartite agreement between Gods,
Ancestors and Humans. Of these, Gods are immortal, ancestors are worshipped for
7 generations and humans of course have a limited lifespan. The three essentially
exchange favours and that keeps everyone happy. However, through meditation and
learning, humans can become so knowledgeable that they become Sages and as
sages they even become teachers to Gods. Asura‘s are another category of beings
who are rivals of the Devas. In early literature, the Asuras preside over moral and
social phenomena (e.g. asura Varuna is the patron of marriages) and the Devas
preside over natural phenomena (e.g. Ushas whose name means "dawn"). As the
mythologies evolve, many Asuras later became known as Devas. In later literature,
Asura‘s transform into a group of power-seeking deities, who are given to worldly
pleasures, are materialistic in their outlook and prone to sins. They are the rivals of
the Gods (Devas). However, both groups are children of the same sage Kasyapa.
In general they are not to be confused with Rakshasas who are a race of
mythological humanoid beings or unrighteous spirit. Rakshasas are also called maneaters. In early Indian epics, Rakshasas are supernatural humanoids. There are
both, good and evil rakshasas. They are powerful warriors, expert magicians and
illusionists. As illusionists, they are capable of creating appearances and take
various physical forms. Some of the rakshasas are said to be man-eaters.
Occasionally they participate as soldiers in the service of various warlords. The most
famous Rakshasa is Ravana who fought against Rama in Lanka.
Astronomical stories
Story of Eclipses
Eclipses are explained in early mythologies in India as a story of an Asura trying to
eat up the Sun and the Moon. A mural depicting the story can be seen in Angkor
Wat, Kampuchia (see picture 3****). The mythological story is as follows.
Once upon a time, the warrior God Indra and other Gods incurred the wrath of
the great Sage Durvasa. Durvasa had given a garland to Indra who carelessly gave
it to his elephant who trampled on it. Upset by this casual treatment of his gift,
Durvasa cursed Indra and other gods that they would lose their immortality and their
****

taken from http://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/ptIeI0BYNXIpkZoTHQYNiQ.
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Kingdom. The Gods therefore lost their immortality and kingdom. Frightened by the
consequences of this, they approached Lord Vishnu for help. Vishnu advised them
that they can regain their original
stature if they consume the nectar of
immortality (Amrit) from the bottom of
the ocean of milk. The task was a
mammoth one and they realised that
in order to get the Amrit, they needed
the help of their arch foes, the
Asuras with whom they had a long
war of dominance over the affairs of
humans. The Gods called a truce

Figure 1: Samudramanthan depicted at Angkor Wat

with the Asuras and offered to churn
the ocean of milk together and share the outcome. The Gods and the Asuras
churned the ocean together using the serpent Vasuki belonging to the Asuras as a
churning rope and the mount Mandara as the churning staff. When the pressure of
the churning shaft became too difficult to bear, Vishnu appeared as a Tortoise in one
of his incarnations and took the load on his back.
Devas and Asuras continued churning the Kshirsagar and 14 precious objects
(called ―14 jewels‖) surfaced one after the other. They are –
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Chandra (Moon) which Lord Shiva put over his head,
Parijaat tree that was accepted by the Devas,
Airavat (White Elephant) that became Lord Indra‘s vehicle,
Kamdhenu (Cow) that fulfils all wishes of her owner was accepted by the Dev,
Sura (Alcoholic Drink) that was accepted by the Danavas,
Kalpavriksha (Tree) that fulfils wishes of a person standing under it was accepted
by the Devas,
7) Rambha (Beautiful Dancer) that was accepted by the Devas,
8) Uchhaishrava (Horse) that was accepted by the Devas,
9) Laxmi (Goddess of wealth) who married Lord Indra,
10) Panchajanya (Conch-shell) that became the musical instrument of Lord Indra,
11) Mace and bow, that became weapons of Lord Indra,
12) Kaustubha (Jewel) that was accepted by the Dev,
13) Dhanvantari (Doctor and founder of the medical science) became a God himself
14) Amrit (Nectar).
Eventually, the nectar of immortality came out of the Ocean, carried out by
Dhanvantar, the physician of the Gods. The Asuras immediately took charge of the
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pot. Vishnu again came to the rescue of the Devas in the form of a beautiful damsel,
Mohini and distracted the Asuras. She then retrieved the potion and distributed it to
the Devas. By the time the Asuras realised Vishnu‘s tricks, it was too late, as the
Devas regained their renowned prowess and defeated them.
When Amrit was being served to the gods, an Asura, disguised as a god, sat
between the Sun and the Moon in an attempt to procure the nectar. When his
presence was detected by the Sun and the Moon, Lord Vishnu immediately severed
his head from his body. Unfortunately, it was not fast enough, for the Asura had
already tasted a small quantity of the nectar and had become immortal. Ever since,
this Asura is said to wreak vengeance on the Sun and Moon. The Asura
continuously pursues them and tries to eat them up
whenever they come near. The head of this Asura is
known as Rahu (see figure on the below††††) and his
tail is known as Ketu. Rahu causes the eclipses.
However, since Rahu has an open oesophagus, the
swallowed Sun and Moon soon emerge from the
Asura‘s body.
Hence, in Hindu astrology Rahu and Ketu are
known as two invisible planets. They are enemies of
the Sun and the Moon, since they swallow the Sun or
the Moon causing the eclipses. Hence, they are
considered inauspicious.
Figure 2: Rahu

In later evolution of the myth, Rahu and Ketu
are defined as the ascending and descending nodes of the ecliptic and equator.
When the Sun and the Moon come together at these points, we get solar eclipse at
ascending node and lunar eclipse at descending node. Their mathematical equations
were set up by the time of Arybhatta (about 500 AD) and eclipses have been
accurately calculated thereafter.

††††

from British Museum, taken from Wikipedia
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Orion Myths
Orion and the creation myth
One of the interesting aspects of Hindu mythology is its internal ambiguity. On the
one hand, the Universe is created by a Bramhan who produces the entire universe
from his own thought. This Great One is later left ambiguous while the importance of
various Gods keeps changing. In the earliest myths, Indra is the most important God
and a warrior God but his significance falls in later literature when the Great Trinity of
Bramha, Vishnu and Shiva take over. However, various other Gods and Goddesses
continue to occupy their own important roles. In fact, Bramha and Vishnu are not
worshipped directly. Bramha has very few temples dedicated to him. Vishnu is
worshipped in the form of his incarnations such as Rama, Krishna or Narasimha.
Shiva is the only member of the Trinity who is worshipped directly. Shiva himself was
originally referred to as as Rudra (the angry one or the one who makes you cry). It is
this Rudra form that has an interesting astronomical association.

In the original myth of creation, Prajapati (a name used here in reference to
the Great Bramhan) developed a desire for his own daughter (often called Ushas or
dawn). Interestingly the mother of Ushas is never mentioned. But this incestuous
relation appalled the other Gods. They approached Rudra or Shiva to prevent this
incest from happening. On the other hand, Ushas herself, embarrassed by this
attention, kept changing her form but each time Prajapati also took the equivalent
male form out of his desire for her. It is one of these forms, when Prajapati is an
antelope that is reflected in the sky in the form of Orion-Taurus. Prajapati is Taurus.
The deer or the deer's head is the modern constellation, Capricorn. Orion, the hunter
with bow and arrow is Rudra trying to stop him from this sin. In variants of this, the
seed of the father falls on the ground with other consequences and there are other
elaborate stories about the anger of Rudra which we shall not discuss here.

In some variants of this story, the brightest star in Taurus, Aldeberan, (Rohini)
is the female deer, Orion is Prajapati, and the three stars that form belt of Orion in
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the western myths, represent the arrow that pierced him. The three stars in the belt
are: Agni (fire), Soma (a celestial drink or Moon), and Vishnu, the supreme god. In
this visualisation, Sirius and Aldeberan represent the hunter.
Skanda and the Mahabharata
In the Mahabharata, the major Hindu epic, Orion was the warrior, Skanda. Skanda
was the six headed son of Shiva. He was both the god of war and the General of the
gods. Riding a red crested peacock and blowing fearful sounds on a conch-shell, he
thrust his spear into the White Mountain. The top split off into the sky and became
the Milky Way. The hero also killed various demons and restored peace.
Orion and the dove
In another version of the story, Orion is a hunter who is waiting on top of a tree for a
hunt when he sees a beautiful deer. As he aims his arrow at the deer, the deer
pleads with him that while she is a legitimate catch of the hunter, she has a small
baby at home and the deer would be grateful if he gave the deer a chance to meet
its baby one last time before its death. The hunter lets her go, not expecting her to
return. However, while sitting on the tree, unwittingly he keeps taking leaves from the
Bilva tree and dropping them on the ground where there is a small Shiva Linga. The
bilva leaves are particularly precious to Shiva who is pleased with this worship. The
deer however keeps its word and returns to die by the arrow of the hunter. Touched
by this scene of valour, decency and commitment to honesty, Shiva transfers them
to the heavens as Orion and Taurus.
Ursa Major and Pleiades
In Indian mythology, the seven central stars of Ursa Major that form the cup shape,
is referred to as Saptarshi meaning seven (sapta) sages (rishis). These are Vasistha,
Bharadvaja, Jamadagni, Gautama, Atri, Visvamitra and Agastya. These seven Rishis
are often mentioned in the later works as typical representatives of the character and
spirit of the pre-historic or mythical period. Their astronomical designations are given
in the table below.
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Indian Name

Bayer Designation

Western Name

Kratu

α UMa

Dubhe

Pulaha

β UMa

Merak

Pulastya

γ UMa

Phecda

Atri

δ UMa

Megrez

Angiras

ε UMa

Alioth

Vasishtha

δ UMa

Mizar

Bhrigu

ε UMa

Alkaid

However, Agni developed a desire for their wives and wanted to seduce them.
On the other hand a minor goddess or a nymph (depending on who you ask) wanted
to marry Agni. She therefore took the form of six of the seven wives of the
Saptarshi‘s and mated with Agni. However, the Saptarshis themselves, uncertain
about the chastity of their wives, divorced them and they went on to become the
Kritika or Pleiades. Only Arundhati, wife of Vasishta remained loyal to her husband
and they are the only visual binary system in Ursa Major (α UMa).
In other variations, Kritika or Pleiades are seven in number and not related to
Saptarshi at all. They are the adopted mothers of Kartikeya. Kartikeya is sometimes
mentioned as one of the two sons of Shiva but there are other suggestions including
Kartikeya being the son born of Agni and Swaha. These six women together brought
up Kartikeya and hence together they were called Kritikas.

Cosmogony
In its earliest format, Vedic Hinduism is a tripartite relation between Humans, Gods
and Ancestors. The most prominent deities of Vedic Hinduism are Indra (Heroic God
of bravery and valour) Agni (fire), Soma (ritual drink) , Vishvadevas (Gods of all the
worlds), Asvins (Gods‘ horsemen), Varuna (sky, water and celestial ocean), Maruts
(Storm God), Mitra (patron divinity of honesty, friendship, contracts and meetings),
Ushas (Dawn). These are essentially terrestrial gods connected to it directly in terms
of their manifestation. They do not refer directly to heavens. In that sense, the
earliest form of Vedic Hinduism is more focused on the earthly reality.
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Origin of the Universe
One of the most conspicuous aspects of Hindu Cosmogony is the concept of
Time. While the original concept begins with 12 months and luni-solar calendar, it
soon expands in its scope. In the oldest Indian document, Rig Veda, dated between
2000 and 1500 BC, the concept of a year is that of 360 days of 12 months with two
intercalary months every 5 years to synchronise Solar and Lunar calendars.
However, in later literature, the concept of Yuga is expanded significantly and it
takes the form of 4 distinct Yugas that make 1 day of Brahma in a cycle that is
repeated for several Mahayugas. In this the 4 yugas are, Krita Yuga of a duration of
1,728,000 years, Treta Yuga of 1,296,000 years duration, Dvapara Yuga of 864,000
duration and the current Kali Yuga of 432,000 year duration.
Rig Veda, the oldest of Indian documents speculates on the origin of the
Universe in the following manner:
1. At first was neither Being nor Non-being.
There was not air nor yet sky beyond.
What was its wrapping? Where? In whose protection?
Was water there, unfathomable and deep?
2. There was no death then, nor yet deathlessness;
of night or day there was not any sign.
The One breathed without breath, by its own impulse.
Other then that was nothing else at all.
3 Darkness was there, all wrapped around in darkness,
And all was water indiscriminate: Then
That which was hidden by the Void, that One, emerging,
Stirring, through power of Ardor, came to be.
4. In the beginning Love arose,
Which was the primal germ cell of the mind.
The Seers, searching in their hearts with wisdom,
Discovered the connection of Beings with Nonbeing.
5. A crosswire line cut Being from Nonbeing.
What was described above it, what below?
Bearer of seed there were and mighty forces,
Thrust from below and forward move above.
6. Who really knows? Who can presume to tell it?
Whence was it born? Whence issued this creation?
Even the Gods came after its emergence.
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Then who can tell from whence it came to be?
7. That out of which creation has arisen,
Whether it held it firm or it did not,
He who surveys it in the highest heaven,
He surely knows – or maybe He does not!
Rig Veda X, 129
In this poem, the poet goes well beyond the natural boundaries of religious
exploration of the world. In the final verse, the poet suggests that the origin of the
universe is unknowable except perhaps to the ultimate creator who also created later
gods, but then suspecting that the origin was in pure thought, and is not sure if even
the Original One knows! As has been visualised in other mythologies, the universe is
also visualised to have arisen from Hiranyagarbha (the Golden Egg, the Ultimate
primordial cocoon from which the entire universe arise.
Origin of life
One of the interesting aspects of Hindu mythology is its internal ambiguity. The
Universe is created by Bramhan from his own thought. The identity of this Great One
is left ambiguous in the later literature while the importance of various Gods keeps
changing. In the earliest myths, Indra is the most important God and a warrior God
but his significance falls in later literature when the Great Trinity of Bramha, Vishnu
and Shiva take over. However, various other Gods and Goddesses continue to
occupy their own important roles and in fact, Bramha and Vishnu are not worshipped
directly. Bramha has very few temples dedicated to him. Vishnu is worshipped in the
form of his incarnations such as Rama, Krishna or Narasimha. Shiva is the only
member of the Trinity who is worshipped directly. But here too, he is worshipped as
an abstract form of linga that is often interpreted as a phallic symbol. Shiva is a lover
of art and dance and an intellectual amongst gods. Shiva was originally referred to
as Rudra (the angry one or the one who makes you cry). His role as Rudra has an
interesting astronomical association.
In the original myth of creation, Prajapati (a name here used in reference to
the Great Bramhan) developed a desire for his own daughter (often called Ushas or
dawn). Interestingly the mother of Ushas is never mentioned. But this incestuous
relation appalled the other Gods. They approached Rudra to prevent this incest from
occurring. On the other hand, Ushas herself, embarrassed by this attention, kept
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changing her form but each time Prajapati also took the equivalent male form out of
his desire for her. One of the forms that Prajapati takes is that of an antelope. The
Orion – Taurus constellations are the constellations depicting this conflict between
Rudra and Prjapati as the former tries prevent the incest. The antelope‘s head is the
modern constellation, Capricorn and Prajapati is Taurus. Orion the hunter, with bow
and arrow is Rudra trying to stop Prajapati from committing this sin. In variants of this
myth, the seed of the father falls on the ground and fertilises the earth and there are
other elaborate stories about the anger of Rudra.
In some variants of this story, the brightest star in Taurus, Aldeberan (Rohini)
is the female deer, Orion is Prajapati, and the three stars that form belt of Orion in
the western myths, represent the arrow that pierced Prajapati. The three stars in the
belt are named after three other gods who assisted Rudra: Agni (fire), Soma (a
celestial drink or Moon), and Vishnu (the supreme god). In this visualisation, Sirius
and Aldeberan represent the hunter.
Structure of the Universe
From these earliest speculations, as time progresses, various seers have added
clarifications and explored other ideas about the cosmogony. In Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad (6th Brahmana text dated to 8th and 7th Century BC), Yagnavalkya
describes Universe to Gargi in the following terms:












Everything on earth is wrapped in water
Water is wrapped in air
Air is wrapped in the sky
The sky is wrapped in the world of Gandharvas (planets?)
The world of Gandharvas is wrapped in Aditya (Sun)
The world of Sun is wrapped in the world of Chandra (Moon)
The world of Moon is wrapped in the world of Nakshatra
The world of Nakshatra is wrapped in the world of Deva‘s
The world of Deva‘s is enclosed in the world of Indra
The world of Indra is wrapped in the world of Prajapati
The world of Prajapati is wrapped in the world of Bramhan
This multilayered universe is a common theme to cosmogony of not only

Hinduism but also to Jainism and Buddhism both of which arose from the same
intellectual pool of 5th century BC.
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Jainism, a religious order contemporaneous to Buddhism has its own
visualisation of the Universe that was formalised in the first millennium BC. Jain
astronomy consists of two Suns, two Moons and two sets of nakshatras (Lunar
Mansions). This becomes essential since in the Jain cosmogony, the Earth is a
series of flat concentric rings of landmasses separated by concentric rings of
oceans. The central region is the Jambudvipa (Jambu island) with Mount Meru at the
centre. Mount Meru is the axis along which the celestial sphere (Earth) rotates.
Jambudvipa is encircled by an ocean of salt water. Beyond this lies Dhatuki Dvipa
encircled by the black ocean Kalodadhi and beyond that is Pushkara Dvipa rimmed
by the impassable mountain range of Manusottara Parvata. Bharatavarsha or India
occupies the southernmost part of the Jambudvipa. The Sun, Moon and the stars are
assumed to move in circles parallel to the Earth‘s surface with Mount Meru as the
centre. Jambudvipa is divided into 4 quarters and four directions, and as the Sun
should make day in succession of the regions South, West, North and East of Meru,
the Sun‘s diurnal orbit is also divided into four quarters. Since the average length of
a day is 12 hours, the same sun, after making day over Bharatavarsha in the
southern quarter cannot reappear the following morning as it still has to travel 3
quarters (36 hours) to travel. To overcome this problem, two Suns, two Moon and 2
sets of constellations are envisaged.
Origin and Nature of Time
One of the most conspicuous aspects of Hindu cosmogony is the concept of Time. A
poem in Atharva Veda dwells on the nature of time in the following manner in
Purnakumbha Sukta (AV XIX).
Time drivers like a horse with seven reins,
A thousand eyed, un-aging stallion.
Him the inspired poets mount.
All beings are his chariot wheels. (53 – 1)
Time, draws this chariot with seven wheels
Seven are the hubs; its axle is immortality
At the head of all beings, Time proceeds
Unceasingly, the first amongst Gods. ( 53 – 2)
Above Time is the a set of brimful vessel.
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Simultaneously we see Time here, there, everywhere.
Set face to face with all existence,
Time is throned, men say, in the loftiest realm (53 – 3)
Time has gathered together all beings that are;
He has passed through all the gathered beings.
He who was father has become their son
There is no glory higher than this. (53 – 4)
Time generated the Sky above
And this vast Earth. The passing moments,
Present and future, by set swinging,
Are reckoned out in due proportions. (53 – 5)
Time brought forth fate-filled chance.
In Time the Sun shines and burns.
In Time the eye spies from afar.
In time all existences are. (53 – 6)
In time is consciousness and life,
In time is concentrated name.
By time, when he draws close at hand,
All creatures with gladness filled. (53 – 7)
In Time is energy, in Time the highest good.
In time is the Holy Utterance.
Time is the lord of all there is,
The Father, he, of the Creator (53 - 8)
Sent forth by him, from him, all this
Was born. On him is it established.
So soon as he has become Brahman,
Time supports the highest Deity. (53 - 9)
Time created the creatures, Time
Created in the beginning the Lord of creatures.
From Time comes Self Existent.
Energy likewise from Time derives.
This then continues in the next verse called Kala (long scale of Time) as:
From Time came into being the Waters,
From time the Holy Word, Energy and regions.
By time the Sun rises
In time he goes to rest again (54 – 1).
By Time blows the cleansing Wind,
Through time the vast Earth has her being.
The great Heaven has his post in time. (54 – 2).
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Their son Time long ago engendered
The things that were and that shall be.
From Time came Scriptures into being
And formulas of Sacrifice (54 – 3).
By Time was Sacrifice inaugurated,
Inexhaustible oblation to the Gods.
In time live the spirits and nymphs.
Upon Time all the worlds repose (54 –4).
In time are set this Angiras‡‡‡‡
And Atharvan4 who came from Heaven,
Both this world and the world above.
All holy worlds and holy interspaces (54 – 5).
Having conquered the worlds by the Holy Word,
Time, the God Supreme, goes on. (54 - 6)
This poetic imagery of time is beautiful in its own right. It is acknowledged that
Time is universal and the father of all. But he ends up being the son of his own
creation, obeying their wishes like a good son. And yet, he remains the supreme
God who goes well beyond the period of his own creations. This self-contradictory
nature of time is beautifully illustrated in this poem.
While the original concept begins with 12 months and Luni-solar calendar, it
soon expands. In the oldest Indian document Rig Veda dated between 2000 and
1500 BC, the concept of time is of a year of 360 days divided into 12 months with
two intercalary months every five years to synchronise Solar and Lunar calendars.
However, in later literature, the concept of Yuga is expanded significantly and it
takes the form of four distinct Yugas that make one day of Brahma(n) in a cycle that
repeats for several Mahayugas. The four yugas are, Krita Yuga of 1,728,000 years
duration, Treta Yuga of 1,296,000 years duration, Dvapara Yuga of 864,000 duration
and the current Kali Yuga of 432,000 year duration. Aryabhata calculated that the
Kali Yuga began on the night of February 18-19, 3102 BC. He based this on his
calculation of last great planetary conjunction that, according to him, occurred on that

‡‡‡‡

The sages Angiras and Atharvan are credited with formulating the Atharva Veda. Since Vedas are the
preaching of the Great lord heard by Great sages, these sages heard and reproduced the Atharva Veda from
which this poem is taken.
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day. However, we know that his ephemeris were in error and there was no
conjunction on this date§§§§.
For an excellent summary of Indian mythology see Mukhopadhyay (2008),
Pattanaik (2003).

§§§§

The date of conjunction can be calculated based on the error tolerance one allows for angular
separation within this conjunction.
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Sun, Moon Planets and stars
Indian mythology mentions 9 wanders in the sky - Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars
Jupiter, Saturn, Rahu and Ketu. Of these the first seven obvious wanders in the sky
are common to most other knowledge systems while Rahu and Ketu are considered
‗dark planets‘. We discuss them briefly below.
Sun
One of the most revered gods in Rig Veda, Sun is an eagle traversing the space, or
a mottled bull or a white brilliant steed brought up by Dawn who is also referred to as
his wife. He is the gem of the sky and alternately the son of Dyaus (sky or heavens).
Surya is the chief solar deity in Hinduism, one of the Adityas, son of Kasyapa and
one of his wives, Aditi of Indra or of Dyaus Pitar (depending by the version). The
term Surya also refers to the Sun, in general. Surya has hair and arms of gold. He is
said to drive through the heaven in his triumphal chariot harnessed by seven horses
or one horse with seven heads,[1] which represent the seven colours of the rainbow
or the seven chakras. Sun day is named after him.
In Hindu religious literature, Surya is notably mentioned as the visible form of God
that one can see every day.
His other names include Arka, Aditya, Bhanu, Bhaskar, Divakar, Grahapati, Mitra,
Pusha, Ravi, Savita and Vivasvan.
Moon
Moon is also an important god from early period. From ancient times, the Lunar
Calendar was the most important calendar in India that was eventually merged into a
Luni – Solar calendar. Hence, in Indian mythologies the zodiacal belt is divided into
27 separate lunar mansions rather than the 12 zodiacal signs. Moon therefore has
27 wives (since with respect to distant stars, the moon completes one rotation in 27
days). The 27 wives (who are sisters of each other) are listed starting with Pleiades
(Kritika) but his favourite wife is Aldebaran (Rohini). This favouritism causes a lot of
unhappiness amongst his other wives and they complain to their father, who, after
two warnings, curses him with progressive wasting of his body. After much pleading,
eventually the father agrees that this wasting will be periodic and he will recover from
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this as long as he treats all his wives fairly. Hence the Moon waxes and wanes.
Another interesting myth involved Ganesha and Moon. Moon chided Ganesha for
being so fat and using mouse as a vehicle. Fed up with this continuous chiding,
Gansesha broke one of his tusks and threw it at the Moon. Hence the Indians claim
that the first rocket to the moon went from the Indian soil!
Mercury
Mercury is the crest jewel of nine planets because of its extraordinary prowess. He is
the most intelligent planet of all and removes obstacles of those who worship him.
He causes no inauspicious events. His colour is green. But Mercury only is
auspicious when in conjunction with auspicious planets and malefic with malefic
planets. He is the son of Moon and Jupiter‘s wife with whom Moon had an improper
relationship. He was born of an aborted pregnancy.
Venus
Venus is the god with the knowledge of bringing the dead to life. He is the teacher of
Asuras, the enemies of gods. He is medium sized, well nourished, virile, intelligent,
handsome and sensuous.
Mars
Mars is exceedingly cruel and as sharp as a blade. He is intolerant of anyone who
worships him with arrogance and destroys such a person‘s family and prosperity.
Those who worship him regularly with humility, following the appropriate rituals, are
blessed, gain wealth and are free from diseases. To worship him, one must wear red
clothes, use red flowers and eat food only once a day, which is red in colour such as
wheat.
Jupiter
Jupiter is the King amongst planets. He is the teacher of several gods and his name
is synonymous (Guru) to a teacher. He is yellow in colour and is big bellied with a
broad chest. He is the possessor of all virtues.
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Saturn
Saturn is a supremely terrifying god. He can be terrifying when angry and benevolent
when pleased. But he is most well known for his ability to destroy.
Shani is a Deva and son of Surya (the Hindu Sun God) and his wife Chhaya
(Shadow goddess) and hence known as Chayyaputra. He is the elder brother of
Yama, the Hindu God of death, who in some scriptures corresponds to the
deliverance of justice. Interestingly, Surya has two sons, Shani and Yama. Shani
gives us the results of one's deeds through one's life by appropriate punishments
and rewards; Yama brings one face to face with the results of one's deeds after
death.
It is said that when Shani opened his eyes as a baby for the very first time, the sun
went into an eclipse, which clearly denotes the impact of Shani on astrological
charts. He is known as the greatest teacher. Shani Deva is said to be very harmful to
those who follow the path of betrayal, backstabbing and unjust revenge. He is known
in Hindu scriptures as the most malevolent as well as the most amiable. He is
depicted as dark in colour, clothed in black, holding a sword, arrows and two
daggers and variously mounted on a black crow.
Rahu Ketu and Eclipses
Rahu and Ketu are considered to be ‗dark planets‘ in Indian mythology. However,
from the original belief of
demons trying to eat up the
Sun and the Moon, the
concept

continued

to

develop.
Figure 22: Rahu Ketu in their
astronomical
interpretation
and
images.

With

the

arrival

of

mathematical astronomy formalised by Aryabhata around 500 AD, Rahu and Ketu
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were defined as ascending and descending nodes of the points at which Sun‘s and
Moon‘s orbit and their location is calculated along with the distances of Sun and
Moon from these points. Eclipse is therefore predicted based the merger of these
three points. By calculating the vertical drift of the disc of the Sun and the Moon from
the mean line of the motion, the nature of eclipses (total, partial or annular) can be
calculated.
Pole star
The Pole Star is called Dhruva in Hindu mythology. Dhruva was the son of King
Uttānapāda and his wife Suniti (or Sunrita). The king also had another son Uttama,
born to his second queen Suruchi, who was the King‘s favourite wife. Once, when
Dhruva was five years of age, the two princes playfully raced towards their father's
lap. But, Suruchi chided Dhruva and insulted him for trying to woo the attention of his
father since he was not her son. She further asked him to redeem himself by seeking
Vishnu's blessings.
Suniti consoled the distraught child, by asking him to ignore Suruchi and
meditate about the Lord. Dhruva started his penance, and went without food and
water for six months, his mind fixed on the Lord. Pleased with his austerity, Lord
Vishnu appeared before him. Seeing the Lord before him, he prostrated himself
before the Lord.
When Vishnu was pleased with Dhruva's austerity granted him a boon.
Dhruva said that that he did not know how to sing the praise of Lord Vishnu, and
therefore asked the boon of knowledge. Pleased with this, the Lord Vishnu told this
six year old child that he would be great and wise king on Earth and on his death he
will be immortalised with the most revered seat of Pole Star. The Saptarshis also
remain close to and associated with the location of Dhruva.
Since his original journey began when he was displaced from his father‘s lap,
he also asked for a boon that he should be so seated in the sky that he cannot be
displaced from his position. Hence he is the Pole Star.
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Comparison of Greek and Indian mythologies
Since large parts of Indian and Greek civilisations have their origins in Indo –
European cultures, some comparison between them provides interesting insights. It
helps in extracting the common roots as well as in increasing the understanding of
the differences in their evolution. The following points emerge from such
comparisons.
Gods in Greek and Indian mythologies
In Indian mythologies, the holy Trinity consists of Bramha, Vishnu and Mahesh
(Shiva), who are the lords of creation, preservation and destruction respectively.
They are therefore related to time evolution of humans. In contrast, the three main
the gods of Greek mythology are Zeus, Poseidon and Hades. They are the lords of
sky, earth and the underworld respectively and are associated with the space of
human existence. This early differences in approach to what is important between
the two civilisations has endured through the millennia even though the religions in
both places have changed over time!
Similar to the Father Daughter incest in the Indian mythologies, Hera is also both
a sister and the wife of Zeus. However, in the Indian mythology, this incest is central
to the creation of all life on earth unlike in Greek mythology where this is not so
important.
There are however, some interesting similarities*****:
1) Zeus in Greek mythology and Indra Indian mythology are both lords of war
and bearers of weapons. In the Rig Vedic periods, Indra is one of the most
important gods, whose importance is significantly reduced in later literature.
2) Hera in Greek mythology and Laxmi in later Indian mythology are both
goddesses of wealth and prosperity. Hera is the wife of Zeus while Laxmi is
the wife of Vishnu. Vishnu has an importance in later Indian mythology that is
comparable that of Zeus since Indra becomes less important and his role and
persona is merged into Vishnu in the later literature.

*****

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_Greek_and_Hindu_Gods for the comparison
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3) Both Athena in Greek mythology and Saraswati in Indian mythology are the
goddesses of wisdom and learning. They are also the goddesses of culture
and knowledge. However, Athena is also the goddess of war, civilisation,
wisdom, strength, strategy, crafts, justice, skills etc. which contrasts with
Saraswati who represents the more virtuous aspects of learning. While
Athena is the virgin patron of Athens, the marital status of Sarawati is unclear.
In many legends, she is unmarried while in some she is married to Bramha,
the God of creation.
4) Hades in Greek mythology and Yama in Hindu mythology are both the Lords
of the underworld and death. According to Greek texts, after death, the spirit
leaves the body and moves to the underworld and travels to Hades' shadowy
realm after crossing the Lethe river by the Charon ferry. But in Hindu texts,
Yama comes to the dying, collects their souls, and personally takes them to
their day of reckoning. In Hindu mythology, the idea of reincarnation is very
strong and the souls will reincarnate again and again till they live such a pious
life on Earth that they are liberated from this cycle of continuous births and
deaths and their souls merge into the Supreme God or Brahman.
5) Poseidon in Greek mythology and Varuna in Hindu mythology are the Gods of
ocean. They are the protectors of aquatic creatures. But Varuna is the God of
all the water bodies while the Greek mythology has separate god of waters,
Titan Oceaneus.
6) Haphaestus in Greek mythology and Vishwakarma in Hindu mythology are
the worker Gods, who design and make weapons for the Gods and
manufacture tools.
7) Ares in Greek mythology and Kartik in Hindu mythology are both the Gods of
war and fighting. However, in many ways, Kartik is closer to Athena since they
both represent tactical and strategic part of warfare. Ares is the son of Zeus
but is more bloodthirsty than Kartika who is more akin to a professional
warrior and is the son of Shiva, the God of destruction.
8) Kronos and Mahakala are both Gods of time and space. Kronos has a definite
figure, whereas Mahakala is essentially formless. He is invisible to all and
controls everything.
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While some of these similarities may have arisen with similarity of ideas, most
seem to arise from the necessities of the mythologies to include some gods for
specific purposes.
Pleiades in Greek and Indian mythologies
Pleiades††††† or seven Sisters, is an open star cluster in the constellation of
Taurus and is one of the most beautiful objects in the night sky. They are therefore
subjected to various myths.
In one of the myths in the Greek mythology Orion, the great hunter, was the son
of Poseidon. He was the hunter for the goddess Artemis. The Pleiades, also known
as the Seven Sisters, were Artemis´ attendants. Pursued by Orion, they were
rescued by the gods and turned into stars. After his death, Artemis placed Orion in
the heavens as a constellation, where we can still see him pursuing the Pleiades.
In Indian mythology, the seven central stars of Ursa Major that form the cup
shape, are referred to as Saptarshi meaning seven (sapta) sages (rishis). These are
Vasistha, Bharadvaja, Jamadagni, Gautama, Atri, Visvamitra and Agastya. However,
Agni (the fire god) developed a desire for their wives and wanted to seduce them. On
the other hand, a minor goddess or a nymph (depending on who you ask) wanted to
marry Agni. She therefore took the form of six of the seven wives of the Saptarshi‘s
and mated with Agni. When this was revealed, the Saptarshi‘s themselves were
uncertain about the chastity of their wives, divorced them and they went on to
become the Kritika or Pleiades. Only Arundhati, wife of Vasishta remained loyal to
her husband and they are the binary in Ursa Major (α UMa). A comparative list of the
Greek and Indian names for the seven stars of Pleiades are given below.
Bayer Designation

Indian Name

Greek mythology@

α UMa

Kratu

Electra

Dubhe

β UMa

Pulaha

Maia

Merak

γ UMa

Pulastya

Taygete

Phecda

δ UMa

Atri

Alcyone

Megrez

†††††

Western Name

See http://kitezh.com/sevensisters/pleiades.htm for a more detailed compilation of the myths about
Pleiades.
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ε UMa

Angiras

Celaeno

Alioth

δ UMa

Vasishtha

Sterope

Mizar

ε UMa

Bhrigu

Merope

Alkaid

@ I have listed the stars in the conventional sequencing and assumed that this is
linked to the brightness of the stars.
Qualifications of an astronomer in 500 AD
Subsequently, as astronomical knowledge became more complex and observation
based, the emphasis changed significantly and by 3 rd or 4th century BC it became an
observational science. At this stage, due to interaction with the Arabic and European
science in the west, the emphasis changed to mathematical astronomy and
Aryabhata (5th Century AD) developed computational astronomy in great detail which
forever changed the emphasis in Indian astronomy. In a book written in 505 AD,
Varahamihira codified the syllabus for astronomy students. According to him, a
student of astronomy must able to achieve the following:
1. Know time division of Yuga, year, solstice, seasons, month, fortnight, day, night,
yama (90 min), mahurta (48 min), nadi (24 min), prana, truti and calculate their
starting and ending times.
2. Know Saura (planetary calendar including the retrograde motion of planets and
their different speeds in the sky) and Savana (terrestrial calendar).
3. Understand and calculate solstices.
4. Calculate times of eclipses.
5. Understand Earth‘s rotation and revolution including concepts of difference in the
length of day and night.
6. Calculate latitude and longitude of a place (from Ujjain).
7. Understand Nakshatras and Zodiacs and show them in the sky.
8. Teach this to a learned person.
Note that the knowledge of astrology is not a part of the syllabus.
Astronomy and its companion, cosmogony, have been an integral part of Indian
mythology from earliest times and provide a fascinating insight into their thoughts,
ideas and beliefs over at least four millennia.
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Appendix 2
Indian Megaliths and astronomy
Megaliths and human existence
Space is a strange entity. All animals probably create some kind of map of their
surroundings and use the local map to search for food and water, identify threats or
simply find a place to rest. A sense of long-term safety drive animals underground,
above ground and to places that provide a vantage point for early warning and even
to the skies. All animals scan the space within their reach all the time and therefore,
for most animals, eyes are the most important tool to sense the world. We all like to
visualise our world.

However, there is an additional dimension to our existence and that is another
strange entity called time. It is probably a human realisation and time sensitivity is
probably unknown to other animals that react to the present and do not refer to past
or future except as a basis of rerunning an experience. Unlike space, the movement
of time is unidirectional and humans realised this from a very early period. There is
probably no better demonstration of this than death when a person irrevocably
passes away. There is no argument, no appeal and no possibility of change of
status. To be dead, is to be dead for all times. Then there are other intermediate time
scale of years and human aging, seasons, and day and night. Until a sense of
history and tradition arises, a lifespan is the longest time scale conceivable by
humans. It is only when group existence and continuing traditions take root that
humans become sensitive to longer time scale which goes into multiple generations.
Yet, except for few truly exceptional humans, most are forgotten with 2 or 3
generations. At the same time, as human emotional roots become stronger, the
desire of immediate generations to give respect to the dead, to communicate with
them beyond their graves and to keep their memory alive is very strong.

This strange set of concepts of space and time come curiously together where
megaliths are concerned. Probably driven by early horrors of seeing the bodies of
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their dead mutilated by other animals, humans have taken to hiding their bodies from
the earliest times‡‡‡‡‡.

However, megaliths, especially sepulchral megaliths are an even stranger
constructs since they are designed not only to bury the dead, but also to help us
remember where they were buried long after they are gone. It is a strange use of
space, designed to defeat the cruelty of time, which wishes to move on from every
occurrence of an important event! In revenge, time also has a strange property of
acting on common memory. Humans forget, and generations ignore much faster
than we would like them to. Hence, it is necessary that to remember the most
important facts of the past, they create markers in space to aid their memory. And
yet, in most cases these original memories get lost in the mist of time and have to be
recreated as best as we can.

Sepulchral Megaliths therefore have dual use. At the time around their
construction, they serve as memorial markers for the dead and at later times, they
are a rich source of material to understand human lives and beliefs from time
immemorial.

There exist another class of megaliths, which again merge space and time in
a more direct manner. Some of these have long been suspected of being
astronomical observatories. These objects, spread over space, are constructed to
keep track of time! These are the most curious of objects in that they connect
concrete experiences of movement of time and space, its periodicity and its relation
to nature and environment. Megaliths for time keeping are the earliest clocks that
work on the time scale of months and keep a track of the movement of Sun and
Moon in order to keep track of seasons. They represent the first example of applied
science since the architecture of stone observatories is astronomy. They are also the
first scientific tools in the sense that they are not empirical constructs that are
utilitarian, but are designed based on pre-existing observations and complex
correlations which are then formalised into a utilitarian entity. These megaliths are
‡‡‡‡‡

It is interesting that the skeletal remains of our closest ancestors, the gorillas and other higher primates are
the most difficult to find since they were too intelligent to be caught in swamps but not intelligent enough to
bury their dead!
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the earliest observatories to predict seasons and give order to human life – a
measurement that extends beyond the day to day existence. They are a product of a
great inventive genius and a major break of human existence from that of other
animals on the planet. While humans certainly controlled fire, had language and
used wheel well before this time, these were ad hoc and empirical adaptations
without any clarity about underlying behaviour of nature§§§§§. In that sense, therefore
megaliths are the first intellectual constructs of humans the others being more
intuitive.

Megaliths are therefore important structures that can provide a lot more
information not only about the lifestyle of the people who made them but can also
reveal details about their faiths and beliefs.

Megaliths in India******
In the Indian context, megaliths stretch from dates before 3000 BC till about 900 AD,
but are known to be a continuing traditions in some parts of the country††††††. The
oldest megaliths in India are found in the westernmost part of the country in the
present day Afghanistan in the upper Indus Valley. Dated to about 3000 BC, they are
in the form of stone circles. But they are also found in almost all parts of the
subcontinent including central, southern and eastern India where they are a part of
continuing traditions. There is also a broad time evolution with the megaliths in
central India dated to be between 1000 BC and 500 BC while those in the east are
much later and are dated till 900 AD. A large fraction of these are assumed to be
associated with burial or post burial rituals including memorials for those whose
remains may or may not be available. The most famous case-example is that of
Brahmagiri, which was excavated by Wheeler (1975) and helped establish the
culture-sequence in south Indian prehistory. However, there is another distinct class

§§§§§

Even as late as 19th century scientists believed that heat was a fluid that flowed between objects when they
were rubbed against each other. The theory based on atoms and their movement is a very recent construct.
******
We use the term India in the general sense of South Asian subcontinent from Afghanistan to Assam in the
East and Kashmir to Sri Lanka in the south.
††††††
In principle of course, tombs and the memorial stones on top of coffins are also in the same tradition but
we do not include them in the discussions. Here we restrict our discussions to non Christian and non Islamic
traditions to mark the passing away of a person.
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of megaliths that do not seem to be associated with burials. We discuss their broad
features first and then discuss their relation to astronomy and cosmogony later.

In the subcontinent, megaliths of all kinds are found (figure 1). These are broadly
(potentially overlapping) of two classes (after Moorti, 1994, 2008):
1. Sepulchral (containing remains of the dead) in which we include memorial
stones where mortal remains may not be present but clear seem to be
associated with a human life.
2. Non-sepulchral including large patterned placement of stones over a wide area.

Figure 23 Variety of Megaliths found in the subcontinent.

Figure 24: Stone circles of central India.
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Sepulchral megaliths
The sepulchral (containing remains of the dead) megaliths can store the remains of
the dead in a variety of forms. They could be primary burials, in which case the dead
is interned soon after his or her death and it will contain a complete skeleton (in
either flat or curled up positions) with some additional material as homage to the
dead for the dead to use in afterlife. In some cases, these primary burials may also
be in a sarcophagus made of terracotta. The whole chamber of burial therefore is a
rich source of information. Similarly, secondary burials are also common when the
remains of the dead, essentially his or her bones, are put in urns or pits are found.
The location of the dead is most often marked with stone circles but Cairns, slab
circles are also found on the surface. A common feature of these megaliths is that
they generally are of dimensions of a typical human or even smaller and on occasion
the area is isolated with stone circles. The structures tend to have large stones made
into a construct of one form or the other that is an abstract replication of a living
habitat. However, a major difference is that unlike the house of the living, the house
of the dead tend to be more sturdy and while it is nearly impossible to find an intact
habitation site dating to 3000 BC, megaliths in good state of preservation can
certainly be found. In the imagination of the people, the dead seem to live longer
than the living and need better accommodation.

Apart from the direction of non-circular burials, it is not unusual for these to
see the surface marker to have additional markers to mark a specific (often northern)
direction. The bodies tend to be aligned either north – south (with the head in the
north) or east west (with the head in the east) but random directions are also known
(Sundara, 1975).

There is however, one class of non-sepulchral megaliths that should probably
be classified with the sepulchral ones are the Hero Stones. These typically have an
engraving on it either of a warrior or of god and generally assumed to have been
installed to mark a bygone hero or someone lost from the group while travelling or in
some accident. A distinct feature of these is that they are isolated, may or may not
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be dressed or carved. They also tend have little relation to the larger canvas of
space in their neighbourhood except for an occasional tree providing a shade to the
stone. However, it is believed that some of the dolmens are also probably equivalent
of memorial construct of the dead with or without a burial under it.

Non-sepulchral megaliths
The most common amongst the non sepulchral megaliths are the menhirs, stone
alignments and avenues (Moorti 1994, 2008). These are certainly more difficult to
make, more elaborate in their construct and more spectacular to look at. They tend
to be spread over a much larger area of several hundred square meters. They also
seem to have been planned with care and set up with the labour of an entire
community. It is likely that unlike the sepulchral structures, these have a certain time
evolution and long traditions that are now lost. In most cases, their use is obscure
and local speculations can include opinions that they were for the ghosts, for some
unknown dwarf people or even for tying horses. However, invariably they are far too
complex to admit of such simple explanations. They always have alignments which
are either north south or east west with one prominent marker stone or a porthole in
one stone pointing to either north or east. The earliest of these tend to have large
stones put at specific locations but the later ones tend to be thin well-worked stones
made with care and the boulder type ones also tended to be dressed.

3. Knowledge systems of the Megaliths builders.
The state of technology possessed by the builders of the megaliths has been
understood by conventional archaeology. Industries such as smithary, carpentry,
bead-making etc. are known to have been prevalent and metallurgical studies of the
iron found in graves and production areas have attested to the excellent knowledge
of metallurgy in the period (Mudhol 1997). The socio-economic systems extant in
those times have been studied well too (Moorti 2008, Moorti 1984). However, not
much is known about the knowledge systems of these ancient engineers and
builders. That they possessed refined engineering skills, and hence some knowledge
of mechanics, visualization and, by implication – of geometry and mathematics, there
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can be no doubt. The elegant design of dolmens such as the ones found at Hire
Benkal made of very heavy and large blocks of stone (figure 1) or a laterite rock-cut
chamber burial in Kerala, crafted to perfection (figure 3) bear testimony to this.

Figure 25: Dolmens at Hire Benkal

Figure 26: A well-crafted rock-cut chamber in Kerala

In an effort to formally understand the knowledge systems extant in megalithic
society, we started a project in 2007 – with the objective of examining megalithic
monuments to understand the knowledge systems their builders possessed,
especially in astronomy.

Our objective was to investigate if the sepulchral megaliths followed any preferred
orientation patterns, as also whether indeed some of the non-sepulchral types were
designed to keep track of celestial events on the local horizon. Our plan of action
was to study all classes of megalithic monuments and examine their orientations.
From literature we short-listed sites typical of each category of megaliths, preferably
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in different geographical regions. Reconnaissance visits were to be made to each of
these sites to assess the condition in which they survived and to make preliminary
measurements, especially orientations. Promising sites were to be short-listed and
detailed measurements made, including horizon surveys. From the above, we would
try to conclude if any orientational preferences existed and indeed, if any class of
monuments were intended to keep track of celestial events like solstices and
equinoxes.

4 Some interesting sites
We have mainly studied the following sites, mostly in the southern Indian states of
Karnataka and Kerala, to study the various classes of megalithic monuments in the
last three years.

Site visited

Typologies of megaliths on site

1

Brahmagiri, Karnataka

Chamber burials, pit burials

2

Marayoor, Kerala

Dolmens, rock art

3

Burzahoma, Kashmir

Neolithic/megalithic pit burials, menhirs

4

Bandipur, Karnataka

Chamber burials (previously unreported
site)

5

Hire Benkal, Karnataka

Dolmens, dolmenoid cists

6

Onake Kindi, Karnataka

Rock art

7

Nilaskal, Karnataka

Avenue (?)

8

Baise, Karnataka

Avenue (?)

9

Hergal, Karnataka

Avenue (?)

10

Mumbaru, Karnataka

Avenue (?)

11

Thrissur, Kerala

Rock-cut chamber burials, urn burials

12

Aihole, Karnataka

Chamber burials, dolmens

13

Bachinagudda, Karnataka

Dolmenoid cists

14

Hanamsagar, Karnataka

Avenue

15

Kyaddigeri, Karnataka

Chamber burials (destroyed)

16

Chik Benkal, Karnataka

Dolmenoid cists (dilapidated)

17

Vibhutihalli, Karnataka

Avenue
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18

Bheemarayanagudi,

Avenue (disturbed)

Karnataka
19

Gudde Maradi, Karnataka

Avenue (?) (Destroyed)

20

Santhekkatte, Karnataka

Menhir(?)

21

Rajan Koluru, Karnataka

Dolmens

22

Kakkunje, Karnataka

Dolmens (dilapidated)

23

Konaje kallu, Karnataka

Dolmens (dilapidated)

24

Aaraga Gate, Karnataka

Avenue (?)

The orientations of the various types of megaliths were measured. Some of the sites
were found to be heavily disturbed (Chik Benkal, parts of Brahmagiri) or completely
destroyed (Kyaddigeri), making visits to these worthless from the point of collecting
data. Two sites – at Bandipur and at Aaraga Gate, which turned up during our
studies, were subsequently confirmed as previously unreported. The sites at
Nilaskal, Baise, Hergal, Mumbaru and Aaraga Gate were suspected to be avenues
(i.e., menhirs arranged in some pattern) after reconnaissance, in spite of claims to
the contrary in literature (hence the ‗?‘ in the table above), so Nilaskal and Baise
were visited twice more and surveys made of the menhirs.

Some preliminary results
We measured the orientations at all the sites, wherever possible. In the case of sites
with very large number of monuments (Hire Benkal, Hanamsagar, Vibhutihalli), only
a few random monuments and bearings were measured.

Sepulchral megaliths
In general, the older typology (by stylistic dating) was found to be either without any
preferred orientation pattern or mostly south-facing. The later typologies were mostly
east- or west-facing. A large majority of the east and west facing monuments face
points on the horizon that are well within the annual range of sunrise and sunset,
leading to the conclusion that it was intended that they face sunrise or sunset on
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some days of the year. In this paper, we concentrate on the non-sepulchral avenue
class of monuments.

Avenue monuments
Among the non-sepulchral typologies, the avenue seems like a potential candidate
for astronomical use. Two kinds of avenues were encountered during our surveys.
The first consisted of the established avenue sites of northern Karnataka, such as
Hanamsagar, Vibhutihalli etc. These are grids (according to Allchin (1956),
Paddayya (1995), Rao (2005) etc.) of rough, undressed stones of varying
dimensions in large numbers. Our preliminary surveys at Vibhutihalli conformed to
the established view that the rows of stones are loosely aligned to the cardinal
directions. That is to say that the stones – which are believed to have been rolled
down the slopes of the low, boulder-strewn outcrop to the west of the avenue and
maneuvered into position, are scattered closely along grid-lines that align to the
cardinal directions. At Hanamsagar, though we do not have survey data to
substantiate the facts, we call into question the very shape of the monument. An
aerial view taken from the hill on the west seems to suggest a curvature in the
alignment of the rocks (figure 5).

Figure 27: A view of the alignment at Hanamsagar
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The Nilaskal group of “menhir sites”
Near the town of Hosanagara in southern Karnataka is a group of ―menhirs sites‖
described by Sundara (Sundara 2004, Sundara 1975). Nilaskal was reported by
Narasimhaiah in 1959 and subsequently studied by Sundara. Sundara also reports
three other sites – Baise, Hergal and Mumbaru (Sundara 2004). For the locations of
these sites, refer the Google Earth image in Fig. 6.

Figure 28: Location of the 4 menhir sites

These sites consist of large number of menhirs made of either quarried stone slabs
(as at Nilaskal) or natural elongated stones of lenticular cross-section (Hergal and
Mumbaru) or a combination of both (Baise, figure 10). The menhirs at Nilaskal were
recorded as menhirs, ―erected haphazardly, unlike those of Vibhutihalli or north
Karnataka‖ (Sundara 2004, Sundara 1975). They are also recorded as being about
20 in number, with the remnants of a few more. However, our studies though our
studies have thrown up the remains of more than 100 stones at Nilaskal (Figure 7).
We have also noted that all these menhirs are erected with their long axis of crosssection oriented north-south (Fig 8). In addition, we have recorded evidence for
many pairs of stones forming sight-lines to the sunrise and sunset points on the local
horizon during both the solstices, at Nilaskal as well as Baise (Fig 9, 10). In fact, at
Baise, all the menhirs pair up with other menhirs to frame the rising an setting sun at
the solstices, effectively forming a ―solstitial grid‖ (Fig 11). We can say for sure that
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these sight-lines appear to be intentional, though we do not have sufficient evidence
yet to determine whether the menhirs were arranged to form a ―calendar device‖ to
keep track of time by observing the solar cycle.

Figure 29: Some of the menhirs at Nilaskal

Figure 30: showing the orientation of menhirs at Nilaskal

Figure 31: Showing the winter solstice sunset framed between two of the menhirs at Nilaskal
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Figure 32: One of the solstitial alignments at Baise

Figure 33: The “solstitial grid” at Baise

The matter is made complicated by the observation of what appears to be sepulchral
typologies (a disturbed cairn, as well as several cairn-like mounds) in the vicinity of
the menhirs at Baise. Menhirs in Karnataka were believed to be largely nonsepulchral, as the excavation of menhirs at Maski etc. indicates. However, Sundara‘s
observations of cists near Baise and our observations suggest that all menhirs need
not be non-sepulchral. Interestingly Sundara‘s study of several exposed cists near
Baise yielded pottery and human bones but no iron objects (Sundara 2004). This,
coupled with his observation of Neolithic pottery shards at Nilaskal during a chance
excavation for a road (Sundara 1975), may even point an earlier chronological timeframe for these menhirs sites.

Recently, we have chanced upon a hitherto unreported site (at Aaraga Gate) of
similar typology in the same region, bringing the now known sites of this particular
type to five. This leads us to propose these typology of menhirs monuments as a
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new sub-class of avenue monuments – consisting of either natural boulders of
elongated cross-section or thin quarried slabs, oriented with their long-axes of cross
section N-S and arranged so that pairs of them point to the sunrise/sunset points
during solstices on the local horizon.

Also at several places in the locality, we have come across single stones near roads
– that conform to the same typology – elongated cross-section, with long axes
oriented N-S, that leads us to wonder if they were parts of such menhirs/avenue
sites that were disturbed by road-building activities. If so, then this typology seems to
have been quite prevalent in southern Karnataka.

In summary therefore, the study of megalithic monuments to understand the
astronomical knowledge of their builders, as evident from their form and orientation,
is a challenging task – both because of the nature of the task itself, and because of
the fact that most of these are unprotected – thus heavily disturbed by development
activities. Hence there is an urgent need to study and document as many sites as
possible immediately. Our studies of the orienational preferences of megalithic
monuments seem to suggest intentional orientation of several megalith typologies
towards points of celestial significance on the local horizon. Especially interesting is
the existence of a new sub-type of avenue monuments that consist of menhirs of
elongated cross-section oriented with their individual long-axes N-S and arranged
such that several pairs frame the solstice sunrises and sunsets. While the intentional
orientation of several pairs of menhirs to the solstice sunrises and sunsets Fdoes not
by itself constitute a calendar device, a detailed survey and analysis of these sites
could pave the way for a better understanding of megalithic astronomy in the Indian
subcontinent.

5. A special case of Junapani
Junapani is a town about 10 km north west of Nagpur, a city in central India. The
region is referred to as Vidarbha region. Suvrathan (2010) has discussed the
landscape and megaliths of this region in a detailed comparative study of history and
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archaeology of the region. The region was well populated with several centres of
habitation from around 1000 BC to present and is believed to be an important region
in the north south corridor of India. It boasts of several megalithic sites dated to
between 1000 BC and 300 AD. The dates are based on the artefacts found in the
graves

connected

with

the

megaliths which tend to have
iron

implements

and

iron

enters this region around 1000
BC. One interesting feature of
the region is that the megaliths
tend to be essentially stone
circle groups close to riverbeds. They are in a region known for its rich metallic soil.
They are believed to be associated with local groups and clans. They also tend to
have stones with cup marks on them placed around the stone circles.
Figure 34: Google Earth image of Junapani showing stone circles.

Stylistically, they are uniform in typology, unlike the megaliths in southern India
which tend to be menhirs, dolmens and other non-sepulchral structures as well as
sepulchral megaliths including the stone circle typology.

Eighty-nine megalithic sites have been catalogued in Suvrathan (2010) in
Vidarbha region out of which 51 are around Nagpur region. Out of these, 54 sites
have only stone circles, 4 sites have a dolmen while 1 has a dolmen and a stone
circle. Forty sites are purely habitation sites. Amongst these the largest site is
Khairwada with about 1400 stone circles, cairns and habitation deposits spanning
from megalithic to early historical period (Jamkhedkar, 1981). Junapani is the second
largest site with 150 stone circles of similar period. The site was excavated by
Thapar (1961). Three of the stone circles were excavated and two of these had
human remains along with other funerary objects. In one case, the remains of an
animal from the Equidae (horse) family were found. All the circles seem to belong
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the same period. However, the most usual features were the presence of cupmarked stones in the stone circles.

In order to understand the stone circles and to study whether they have any
connection with astronomy or cosmogony of the people of this region, we conducted
a preliminary survey of the same last winter. A detailed report of this study is in
preparation (Abbas et al., 2010).

Figure 35: Cup-marked stone and its sketch

Figure 36: Drawing of a stone circle at Junapani. North is to the tope of the figure.

In figure 2 above, we have given the picture of
one of the stone circles. The stone circles are
large enough to be seen in Google Earth images
(figure 3).
Figure 37: Number of cup-marks and histogram

Here we present our measurements of
the stone circles and their possible astronomical
relation. We surveyed and mapped 56 stone circles and a typical drawing is shown
in figure 4. From the surface it appears that a large fraction of them are in good state
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of preservation. Twenty of these circles had stones with cup marks on them. About
35% of these have cup marked stones on the side (figure 5).
of diameter of the stone circles.

In figure 6, we have given the histogram of the diameter of stone circles and
the number of cup-marks in each circle. We have analysed the location of the cup
mark with respect to their occurrence in the circle.
The cup-marks tend to be in either a straight line or in the form of the ‗+‘ sign.
In addition, the line or one of the lines of the ‗+‘ sign tend to be radial or tangential to
the circle. In figure 7 we have shown the distribution of the cup-mark stones around
the circle. The cup-mark stones are not randomly placed. They seem to have a
definite orientation. They are spread over an angular range of 132 degrees out of
360 (37%) but account for 29 out of 35 (83%) of all cup marks. The probability of this
arising due to chance is 2 x 10 -8 (7.2 ζ from expectation value). They also form 3
clusters:

1) Cluster 1: Angle 118 + 18 deg from North
2) Cluster 2: Angle 208 + 18 deg from North
3) Cluster 3: Angle 334 + 30 deg from North

In figure 8 we have given the orientation of cup-marks
along the three major clusters of cup-mark stones
Figure 38: Angular distribution of
cupmark stones along the stone circles

along stone circles.

All this seems to suggest that the stone circles of Junapani seem to have cup-mark
stones put at specific location with some directions in mind. It needs to be analysed if
these are astronomy related or only direction oriented.
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Figure 39: Stone cupmark direction and their location along stone circles

Megaliths, astronomy and cosmogony
The term Megaliths is a very broad term used to classify any large stone object
placed at a specific location for some presumed purpose. Its utility has often been
speculated upon and the purpose is often difficult to define. The sepulchral ones
were obviously built in the memory of the dead but amongst the non-sepulchral
ones, a fair number of such stone structures have been shown to be for astronomical
purposes in other parts of the world. We call them astronomical observatories in the
sense that they track the sunrise or sunset points over the period of a year to
determine seasons and then probably expanded to study rising points of stars that
were considered important for the people who built the structures.

On the other hand, it is quite reasonable to assume that humans have viewed
the heavens with awe and wonder from time immemorial and sooner or later, all the
civilisations have declared the skies above as the abode of the gods. The connection
between the ancestors, gods and humans is especially strong in Indian belief system
from the earliest periods. A case can be made to show that some of the megalithic
structures of ancient India involving menhirs seem to be of astronomical origin. It is
therefore not surprising that from earliest periods, the human burials are in specific
parts of the town and the bodies are oriented in some specific directions.
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The connection between some of the non-sepulchral structures and
astronomy is not difficult to see just as the connection between sepulchral structures
and cosmogony, connected through death is also apparent. However, what our work
at Junapani has done is to show that there seems to be a connection even between
sepulchral structures and astronomy possibly through cosmogony.

This does not seem to be as farfetched as it may appear at first sight. The
advent of iron not only gave humans a power to make strong instruments but it also
made it possible to chisel shapes into hard rock. Unlike rock art and rock etchings,
these carved stones are far more long lasting. The first widespread use of this new
method of expression seems to have been in making anthropomorphic figures and
hero-stones (figure 9).

Figure 40: Anthropomorphic figure and
hero stone

In the continuing sequence of
parallel developments, one can
simultaneously see some of the
largest anthropomorphic figures such as the statue of Bahubali in Sravanabelagola,
Karkala etc. At the same time, a lot of cave art in the early period of the present era exquisitely carved caves can be seen with detailed description of mythological
stories and mythological imageries. They often coexist with rock paintings that can
be far more intricate and permit a different type of human expression.
We would in fact like to take this similarity of growth further and discuss the
temples of India. It is, for example, possible to see hero stones surrounded by large
stone plates in the style of Dolmens and the idol inside
being worshipped (figure 10). The hero images
eventually get replaced by the images of Gods and
structures resembling modern day temples can be
seen.
Figure 41: Hero stone inside a dolmen
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From around the time of the rise of Buddhism, the nature of worship
undergoes very profound changes. Initially the Stupas are built to worship the mortal
remains of Buddha including his hair which is buried in the centre of a structure
which is sealed and worshipers essentially circumambulate the stupa. From this, a
gradual transformation with the image of Buddha in the centre of the structure arises
as early as 2nd century BC.

Temples are not only the places of worship in India but are in fact a
representation of the great cosmos on earth. The centre of the temple is occupied by
the great lord Bramhan and various directions are assigned to various gods, often of
Vedic Origin. The images and other architectural designs are then fitted based on
this directionality (figure 11). There have been conjectures amongst scholars about
the possible origin of the temple from megaliths, especially the dolmen (Kramrisch,
1976).

Figure 42: The Trimurti from Elephanta Caves, near Mumbai, India and the Ravalphadi Cave, Aihole

However, even more fascinating is the structure of temples. In India there are
predominantly two types of temples called the Dravida Style and the Nagar Style
(figure 12). The former is a common style in south India while the latter style is
common in north India. Many other styles also appear but they tend to be an
admixture of the two styles. The most distinguishing feature of the Dravida style are
the large entrances called Gopurams. These are large gates that tower higher than
the inner sanctum sanctorum of the temple.
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Figure 43: Somnath and Minakshi temple are classical examples of Nagar and Dravida Style temples

These Gopurams, with their appearance, not dissimilar to the megalithic stone
arrangements, are also placed in cardinal directions. However, the Nagar style
temples focus their cosmogony almost exclusively on the sanctum Centrum. The
centre where the idol is placed boasts of the largest and the tallest tower and in a
typical village, no structure taller than this temple is allowed. The temples also tend
to have a pillar placed near the entrance that is typically used as a gnomon to
indicate the movement of the Sun in the sky over the year.

Conclusion
The idea of space and time have always fascinated humans from the first time they
looked around and noticed long term variations that they assigned to forces beyond
their reach. Appalled by the idea of leaving the dead to the elements with all the
mutilations that would be inevitable, they soon began to give a resting place to the
dead. A desire to not let go of the dead, the myths about the presence of gods
(probably aided by appropriate hallucinations, prophecies and soothsaying) the place
of burial soon began to be treated as sacred. Attempts to remain in touch with the
dead by keeping track of their final resting place gave rise to the first sepulchral
megalithic stone structures.

Independently, as the regularity and predictability and of these changes
began to catch their notice, they soon realised its importance in their lives. Hence, as
human intelligence rose above the mundane use of space to a mixed understanding
of space and time, they created around them structures that tried to hold these
together in the form of non sepulchral megaliths.
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Compulsions of environment and the rising intelligence and technological
skills of humans allowed humans to create megaliths that are impressive for their
architectural subtleties and technological skills. From menhirs to dolmens of different
shapes and sizes one can see their rising desire to keep track of the dead and the
universe. With the arrival of the use of architecture for habitation, they arrived at the
first attempt to control their immediate environment for privacy and for better living.
However, death continued to give a sense of time and its limitation to them and soon
the megalithic architecture began to appear that would result in a fascinating variety
of megalithic structures that seem to continue with the advent of worship of the great
heroes and the gods that can be seen today in the form of temples. The megaliths of
the temples are no longer recognisable for their roots, but then human limitations are
not the nature‘s problem.
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